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The bodies of Covid-19 vic-
tims  may have been flood-

ing roads and pavements out-
side “house full” crematoriums
and graveyards in the nation-
al Capital, but data provided by
all the three Municipal
Corporation shows that fewer
people died in corona-ravaged
March and April than January
when the pandemic was on a
decline. 

The death figures are inclu-
sive of both general deaths
and Covid-19 fatalities.

As per the figure provided
by South Delhi Municipal
Corporation, 3,620 deaths were
registered in January. The num-
ber came down to 3,297 in
February and 3,173 in March.
In April, when
the city bore
the brunt of
corona and
oxygen short-
age was at its peak, the city saw
3,351 deaths, nearly ten per
cent less than the  January
death count.

Similarly, the data provid-
ed by the North Delhi
Municipal Corporation shows
that the total deaths reported in
January were at 1,426 and  the
number kept declining with the
progress of Covid-19 — 1,345
in February, 1,134 in March,
and 1,386 in April.

The data of the East Delhi
Municipal Corporation shows
that a total of 8,724 deaths were
registered between January and
April.

In January, EDMC record-
ed 2,273 deaths  while the num-

bers reported in February was
at 2,214. Once again with the
progress of corona the number
came down — 2,006 in March,
2,231 in April and 756 up to
May 10.

The reduction of death
number at the peak of corona
pandemic is baffling. During
this period even non-Covid -19
patients were at the receiving
end of unviability of medical
support and could not find bed
in hospitals. It’s strange how in
such a situation the fatalities
rate came down.

The record surge in Covid-
19 cases and its impact on col-
lapse of health service was evi-
dent. It put a great pressure on
hospitals and drained every
ounce of oxygen.  The city wit-
nessed chaos and  despair as

worried fami-
ly members
ran from one

hospital to another to
get  beds for their dear

ones. The health infrastructure
was stretched beyond its capac-
ity. However, situation has
improved with Delhi and the
Union Government adding
more ICUs, oxygen beds and
care facilities across the city.     

When asked about the offi-
cial data on the deaths during
the coronavirus surge, a Delhi
Government official said social
media platforms were flooded
with help, out of it some were
not true. 

“The situation is improving
with every passing day. We do
hope that mortality rate
reduces further and patients go
to their homes,” the Delhi
Government official said.
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Goa Health Minister
Vishwajit Rane on Tuesday

said 26 Covid-19 patients died
at the State-run Goa Medical
College and Hospital (GMCH)
in the early hours and 
sought an investigation by the
High Court to find out the
exact cause. He said these fatal-
ities occurred between 2 am
and 6 am “which is a fact”, 
but remained evasive about
the cause.

Goa Chief Minister
Pramod Sawant, who visited
GMCH, said the gap between
the “availability of medical
oxygen and its supply to Covid-
19 wards in the GMCH might
have caused some issues for the
patients” even as he stressed
that there is no scarcity of oxy-
gen supply in the State.

Speaking to reporters,
Rane admitted the shortfall in
the supply of medical oxygen at
the GMCH as of Monday.

“The High Court should
investigate the reasons behind
these deaths. The HC should
also intervene and prepare a
white paper on oxygen supply
to the GMCH, which would
help to set the things right,” the
Health Minister said after CM’s
visit to the GMCH.

Rane said the medical oxy-
gen requirement of the facility
as of Monday was 1,200 jumbo
cylinders of which only 400
were supplied. “If there’s a
shortfall in the supply of med-
ical oxygen, the discussion
should be held about how to
bridge that gap,” he said.

Rane said a three-member
team of nodal officers set up by
the State Government to over-
see Covid-19 treatment at
GMCH should give its inputs
about the issues to the CM.

Earlier, the CM donning a
PPE kit visited Covid-19 wards
in the GMCH where he met
patients and their relatives.

“There are issues over the
availability of oxygen in these
wards which need to be sorted
out,” the CM said. He

announced the setting up of a
ward-wise mechanism to
ensure a smooth supply of
medical oxygen.

“Doctors, who are busy
treating patients, cannot spend
their time in arranging logistics
like oxygen. I will hold a meet-
ing immediately to set up ward-
wise mechanisms to ensure
that oxygen is supplied to
patients in time,” Sawant said.

The CM said there was no
dearth of medical oxygen and
cylinders in the State but the
problem arises sometimes as
these cylinders do not reach
their destinations on time.
Sawant said the State
Government is making efforts
on all fronts to tackle the pan-
demic. “We have abundant
supplies of (medical) oxygen.
There is no scarcity in the
State,” he said. Goa’s Covid tally
stood at 1,21,650 as of May 10,
while 50 deaths had taken the
toll to 1,729, an official said.

Meanwhile, Sawant warned
of action against private hos-
pitals that refuse the coverage
of Deen Dayal Swastha Seva
Yojana (DDSSY) to Covid-19
patients. He said the pending
financial dues on part of private
hospitals under this 
scheme will be cleared in the
next 15 days. 
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Disappointing in trials but
still trusted by the anxious

Covid patients. “Miracle drugs”
Remdesivir, Tocilizumab, and
Ivermectin and Plasma thera-
py continue to find favour
with people pinning their
hopes on them to cure them-
selves of Covid-19 in the
absence of any sure-fire cure.

However, medical experts
are divided over the efficacy of
these so-called “miracle drugs”
with the World Health
Organisation (WHO) giving
them thumbs down, indicating
that these were false hopes in
the fight against the pathogen.

Still, the patients see them
as a ray of hope, which is
reflected in their huge demand
and black marketing and
hoarding.

In fact on Tuesday, the
WHO recommended against
the general use of Ivermectin
for Covid-19 treatment stating

that it can be used only for clin-
ical trials. The drug is typical-
ly used for the treatment of par-
asitic roundworm infections.

“Safety and efficacy are
important when using any
drug for a new indication.
@WHO recommends against
the use of ivermectin for
#COVID19 except within clin-
ical trials,” Soumya
Swaminathan, Chief Scientist at
WHO tweeted.

The warning came a day
after the Goa Government
decided to provide Ivermectin
to all persons above 18 years of
age as a prophylactic treatment
of Covid-19.

Continued on Page 2
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In just six months, the double
mutant Covid variant —

identified as B.1.617 — which
was first detected in India last
December, has spread its ten-
tacles in at least 17 countries.
including the United Kingdom,
Brazil, Philippines, Argentina,
Canada, etc. 

On Tuesday, the World
Health Organization (WHO)
declared it as a “variant of glob-
al concern”. Several countries
have put travel restrictions for
passengers coming from India
as a result of the surge in cases
here due this mutant virus.

The B.1.617 variant was
first detected in India on
December 1, 2020. It contains
mutations from two separate
virus variants — E484Q and

L452R. The variant is said to be
lethal and infectious with sci-
entists holding it partly respon-
sible for the second and mas-
sive resurgence of coronavirus
India which has seen many
deaths in the second wave of
Covid-19.  

The B.1.617 variant of the
coronavirus consists of at least
3 sub-lineages — B.1.617.1,
B.1.617.2 and B.1.617.3. The
B.1.617.2 lineage is now grow-
ing in prevalence across the
country. 

Earlier in March, Union
Health Ministry had said a new
“double mutant variant” of the
coronavirus had been detected
in addition to many other
strains or variants of concern
(VOCs) found in 18 States in
the country.

Continued on Page 2
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Hope always has a trick up
its sleeve to steal its way

through the despair even dur-
ing the difficult times of Covid-
19. A lighthouse is always there
to beckon you.

The other day in
Rajasthan’s Sikar district, the
village community refused to
help the family cremate the
body of an elderly woman
Sayar Kanwar who had died of
suspected coronavirus. Despite
the repeated pleading of the
deceased poor husband, the vil-
lagers did not go anywhere
close to the body and even
asked her husband to go away.  

The village was in the grip
of fear as in Sikar district, 21
people died of Covid-19 in 21
days since April 15 after they
attended the funeral of a coro-
na patient.

When tehsildar of Sikar
district Rajni Yadav learned

that villagers have almost boy-
cotted and distanced them-
selves from the family of the
dead, she decided to act herself.

She immediately stepped
out of her office and reached
the spot wearing a PPE kit and
made arrangements for the
funeral of the woman. 

Before this, Yadav request-
ed community health centre
authorities to provide an ambu-
lance to carry the body to the
cremation ground. But when
no ambulance came for two
hours, she went around the area
in search of the vehicle.

After some hard work, the
Dhod village Tehsildar  man-
aged a private vehicle for tak-

ing the woman’s body to the
cremation ground.

With not many around
and the market closed, she
alone made all made prepara-
tions for the last rites at the cre-
mation ground.

Deriving such all-out sup-
port, the grieving and
shocked husband lit the
funeral pyre of
his wife.

“I took
the initiative
to take the
body to the cremation
ground in a private
vehicle because the
ambulance could not be
arranged in time. I went to the
funeral ground for the prepa-
rations because there was no
one to assist the elderly man
who had two minor grand-
children,” Yadav said, adding
modestly that it is a small
social service from her side in
a national crisis.
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When the second Covid
wave swooped on India

sometimes in March and new
cases started spiraling like
poppies from the seedlings of
a deadly new variant, the coun-
try’s numerous crematorium
and graveyards still provided
time and space to graciously
perform the last rites of Covid-
19 victims — and mourn in
silence. 

But the virus has turned
deadlier by the day, and India’s
death rate has more than dou-
bled during the last one month
alone. The final resting places
of the dead are now a scene of
heart-rending chaos, where
pyres burn round-the-clock
and tears never stop flowing.

The way the death count
in India has soared is alarming,
to say the least. A month ago,
on April 10 to be precise,
India recorded 838 deaths as
against 1,52,565 new cases for
a fatality rate of  0.55 per cent.
One month down the line on
May 10, India recorded
3,29,491 cases and 3,847 deaths
in a single day for a fatality rate
of 1.17 per cent. 

The death count clearly

more than doubled in just one
month.

But that may be an under-
statement going by the tale of
horror emerging from all over
the country  with dead bodies
piling up on pavements and
being washed up on the banks
of the Ganga in Uttar Pradesh
and Bihar, and crematorium
putting up “houseful boards”,
and experts talking about ten-
time more fatalities than the
official count.

The rise in India’s death
rate has not followed a uniform
pattern State-wise. For exam-
ple, while Kerala has a very low
fatality rate despite high num-
ber of infections, others such
as Gujarat, Maharashtra, West
Bengal, Delhi and Karnataka
have far greater death count
per thousand infections.

India’s death count is now
higher than the USA (which
once recorded a fatality rate of
close to 4-5 per cent), and
Spain, Germany, and the UK. 

France at this time around
leads the globe in terms of
fatality rate. The country on
Monday recorded 292 deaths
against the single-day infection
count of 3,292, which trans-
lated into a fatality rate of more

than 8 per cent.
France is followed by

Turkey, Brazil and Italy even as
a host of other nations have
sub 1 per cent fatality rate.

One of the main reasons
for India’s growing fatality
count is its collapsing health
infrastructure in the face of the
rising number of cases. 

Continued on Page 2
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New Delhi: With several States
grappling with a shortage of
Covid-19 vaccines, Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal wrote
to Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Tuesday, saying the
Centre should share the vaccine
formula of the two manufac-
turers with other capable phar-
maceutical companies to scale
up production in the country.
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Close on heels of the recov-
ery of several bodies of sus-

pected Covid patients found
floating in Yamuna river in
Hamirpur, many corpses were
noticed on the banks of the
Ganga river in Ghazipur on
Tuesday. The place  is around
55 km upriver from Bihar’s
Buxar, where around 80-90
bodies were found floating on
Monday. 

Ghazipur District
Magistrate MP Singh told
mediapersons on Tuesday,
“Our officers are present on the
spot to investigate and ascertain
where the bodies came from. A
probe into the matter is under-
way.”

Shocked by the sight of
bodies floating in the Ganga
river, local residents feared the
spread of Covid in the area.
They complained of stench
coming from the bloated,
decomposed corpses, and
accused the authorities of inep-

titude.
“We informed the admin-

istration about the matter, but
no action was taken by them.
If the situation continues like
this, there is fear of us getting
infected by corona,” Akhand, a
local resident, told mediaper-
sons.

Union Minister of Jal
Shakti Gajendra Singh
Shekhawat on Tuesday termed
the incidents as “unfortunate”
and asked States concerned
to take immediate cognizance
of the incident.
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Life-threatening diseases are
often pushing patients into

despair. Reports pouring in
from hospitals show that every-
day Covid-19 patients are con-
tracting a complication — ICU
psychosis — while undergoing
prolonged stays at Intensive

Care Units or
H i g h
D e p e n d e n c y
Units for treat-
ment of the

affliction caused by the coron-
avirus.

Prolonged stays at ICUs or
HDUs in the midst of a num-
ber of gadgets and health para-
meter monitoring equipment
as also life support interven-
tions like ventilators and oxy-
gen administration parapher-
nalia are also turning patients
into insomniacs.

This coupled with nega-
tivity due to the uncertainty of

the cure amid fluctuating
health parameters is taking a
further toll on the patients
plunging them into despair.

Cases of ICU psychosis
have been reported from Lala
Lajpat Rai Hospital, formerly
Hallet Hospital, in Kanpur.

Such patients do not
respond properly to the doctors
or the paramedics attending
them. Some are even angered
when prodded to take medi-
cines or meals. Some victims of
ICU psychosis display bouts of
acute anger and have to be
given antidepressants or sleep
medicines.

According to reports, many
of such patients are of younger
age or with a background of
active field duty.

Reports quoting Professor
Ganesh Shankar of Psychiatry
Department of Ganesh
Shankar Vidyarthi Memorial
Medical College, Kanpur sug-
gest life-threatening diseases

like Covid-induced uncon-
sciousness in some patients
who are often unable to com-
prehend things properly. The
ICU psychosis is also known as
delirium.

Experts contend that such
patients need counseling by
psychiatrists or psychologists
who can seek to instill positive
thinking in the patients with a
reassurance that their condition
is improving and everything
will be alright soon. 

Such measures can help the
patients in regaining their con-
fidence and ultimately reviving
the psychological wellbeing in
the midst of the trauma.   

Assistant Professor of
Psychology at Gargi College,
University of Delhi, Dr
Poonam Phogat, said, “ICU
Psychosis is a disorder that
occurs in patients who are in
intensive care due to a certain
illness.” 

Continued on Page 2
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Kolkata: Geeta Kumar, a resi-
dent of Salt Lake in the satel-
lite town of Kolkata, died of
Covid-19 on Saturday evening,
but her family members had to
wait for nearly 29 hours before
they could find a slot at a cre-
matorium in Khardah, nearly
20 km from their place, to per-
form the last rites on Monday
morning.

The family of the 85-year-
old Covid patient confirmed
that she died at her residence,
but it took nearly 17 hours
before they could find a place
in a morgue on Sunday after-
noon. Kumari used to stay
with her 80-year-old brother,
his wife and their disabled son
who have also tested positive
for the dreaded virus.

This is not the only case, as

the crematoriums in and
around Kolkata are flooded
with the bodies of mostly
Covid victims, whose families
are often made to wait for more
than 24 hours to perform their
last rites.

Even 10 days back, people
falling prey to Covid-19 were
cremated at Dhapa, Nimtala
and Birjunala, but considering
the spike in the death toll, four
new crematoriums -- Siriti
Smashan, Garia Mahasmashan,
and the ones at Rajpur-
Sonarpur and Baruipur – are
being used for the cremation of
Covid victims. But now these
are also proving inadequate to
deal will the rising body-count.

Cremations at the newly
added crematoriums are con-
ducted between midnight and

5 am. "After 5 am, we sanitise
the pyres and cremate the non-
Covid bodies," a Kolkata
Municipal Corporation (KMC)
official said.

Sources in the KMC said
there are enough hearse vans to
carry the dead but the delay
happens because the cremato-
riums are not being able to
burn the bodies and a backlog
is building up.

A KMC health department
official said the actual number
of Covid cremations at Nimtala
is much higher.

"Every day, no less than 175
Covid bodies are gathering at
the crematorium. With our
best efforts to utilise the four
electric furnaces 24x7, we can
cremate only 80 bodies a day,"
the official said. IANS
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Ahmedabad: The number of
people allowed  to attend wed-
dings (50) and funerals (20) is
high in view of the coronavirus
pandemic and the State
Government should consider
reducing it further, the Gujarat
High Court said on Tuesday.

The court was hearing a
PIL on the coronavirus situa-
tion in the State which it has
taken up on its own.

A division bench of Justices
Bela Trivedi and Bhargav D
Karia asked Advocate General
Kamal Trivedi to think about
advocate Shalin Mehta's sug-
gestion that the number can be
further slashed as such gather-
ings can become `super-
spreaders' of infection.

"The number (of guests at

weddings) could be reduced.
And also, for funerals, twenty
is too much," said the judges.

In its affidavit on measures
taken to `break the coron-
avirus infection chain' the gov-
ernment informed about the
cap on the number of wedding
guests and attendees at last
rites.

Trivedi said the govern-
ment will consider the sugges-
tion.

As far as weddings are
concerned, 50 is still a big num-
ber, but as to funerals, there was
demand from various quarters
that even the limit of 20 be
raised, the advocate general
said.

The next hearing will be on
May 17. PTI

Lucknow: Uttar Pradesh has
recorded 20,463 fresh  Covid-
19 cases that took the total tally
to 15,45,212, while 306 fatali-
ties pushed the death toll to
16,043, officials informed on
Tuesday.

However, the number of
active cases in the State have
come down by over 94,000 in
the past 10 days, Additional
Chief Secretary, Health, Amit
Mohan Prasad said.

On April 30, there were
about 3.10 lakh active cases
while currently the number
stands at 2,16,057.

Of the 306 fatalities,
Lucknow reported the maxi-
mum deaths at 23, Kanpur 16,
Meerut 15, Jhansi and Gautam
Buddh Nagar 12 each, Agra and
Azamgarh 11 each, Basti 10 and
Varanasi 8, as per a health bul-
letin issued here. PTI

Ahmedabad: Doctors in Gujarat have
warned against a so-called `cow-dung
therapy', saying smearing of cow  dung
on the body does not give protection
against coronavirus but  may cause other
infections including mucormycosis.

A small group of people has been
visiting a cow shelter run by Shree
Swaminarayan Gurukul Vishwavidya
Prathisthanam (SGVP) here to take  the
therapy, believing that it increases
immunity against Covid-19.

The shelter houses over 200 cows.
For the last one month, around 15 per-
sons visit it every Sunday to apply cow
dung and cow urine on the body. It is
then washed off with cow milk, said an
SGVP official.

Those taking the therapy include
some frontline workers and people
working at medical stores, he said.

Doctors, however, do not vouch for
its efficacy. "I don't know if this thera-
py would really help people. I have never

come across any research which sug-
gested that application of cow dung on
the body would increase immunity
against coronavirus," said Dr Dileep
Mavlankar, Director of the Indian
Institute of Public Health, Gandhinagar.

Dr Mona Desai, a senior doctor
from the city, termed the therapy as
"humbug and inauthentic".

"Cow dung is nothing but body
waste. Applying cow dung and urine can
never boost immunity or protect you
from coronavirus. People should con-
sult doctors and stay away from such
therapies," said Dr Desai, chairperson
of the women's wing of the Indian
Medical Association (IMA).

"Instead of proving helpful, cow
dung would give you other infections,
including mucormycosis," she said.

Mucormycosis, also called black
fungus infection, has been observed
among some Covid-19 survivors and
can be fatal. PTI

Puducherry: Puducherry Lt
Governor  Tamilisai
Soundararajan on Tuesday
warned that a total lockdown
would become inevitable if
people in the union territory
did not cooperate with the
administration in combating
the spread of Covid-19.

The administration, on its
part, had initiated several strin-
gent measures to contain the
spread of the virus in the
Union Territory, she said,
adding however, the number of
cases was on the rise since the
last few weeks.

She said the second wave of
Covid-19 was affecting the

youth more.
"A total lockdown would

be imposed and it would
become inevitable if people
do not cooperate with admin-
istration in combating the fast
spreading Covid-19 in the
Union Territory," the Lt
Governor said on the sidelines
of a Police department function
here. She said currently a two-
week long lockdown with
relaxations to enable essential
activities till noon every day
had been enforced.

The Lt Governor said the
police department on its part
was taking measures to protect
the people.

She expressed concern over
delayed hospitalisation of the
coronavirus patients and said
delay in treatment had been the
cause of death in some cases.

Tamilisai Soundararajan
said people should approach
the nearest health facility as
soon as Covid symptoms were
detected.

She also said two oxygen
plants set up by the adminis-
tration have begun functioning.

Forty more oxygen con-
centrators would be handed
over to the centrally adminis-
tered hospital to augment the
facility in the premier 
hospital. PTI
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In the second highest number of recov-
eries reported since the outbreak of

Covid-19 in March-April last year, as many
71,966 patients were discharged from var-
ious hospitals in Maharashtra on Tuesday
after their full recovery from Covid-19,
even the State logged 793 deaths and 40,956
cases.

Less than a week after it recorded the
highest recoveries, Maharashtra  wit-
nessed   71,966 recoveries which took the
total number of people discharged from
various hospitals after full recovery from
44,69,425 to 45,41,391.  

As a result, the recovery rate in the
State climbed from 86.95 per cent to 87.67
per cent.

It may be recalled that a record 82,266
patients were discharged from various hos-
pitals in Maharashtra on May 8 after their
full recovery from Covid-19,

In  further relief to the State health
authorities, the “active cases” in Pune –
which had dropped below one lakh mark
on Monday, dropped further from 97,593
to 95,731.

Pune recorded 43 new deaths and

7,665 new infections. While the total
deaths in Pune went up from 10,059 to
10102, the total caseload climbed from
9,30,809 to 9,38,474.   

Currently, Pune  has the highest case-
load of  9,38,474 , while Mumbai's total
number of infections is 6,79,129,  followed
among other districts  by Thane (5,40,495),
Nagpur (4,69,206), Nashik (3,55,347) nd
Ahmednagar ( 2,09,694).    

A day after the State recorded 549 and
37,236 new cases, the daily deaths went up
to 793 , while the infections dropped by
3720 to register a daily caseload of 40,956.

With 793 new deaths, the total num-
ber of deaths in the State climbed from
76,398 to 77,191 Similarly, with 40,956 new
infections, the total number of cases rose
from  51,38,973 to 51,79,929.

The total “active cases” in the state
dropped from 5,90,818 cases to 5,56,996.
The fatality rate in the state stood static at
1.49 per cent.

With 51 fresh deaths, the Covid-19 toll
in Mumbai increased from 13,855 to
13,906, while the infected cases went up by
a relatively low 1717  to trigger a 
jump in the infections from 6,77,412 to
6,79,129.
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Dehradun: Uttarakhand
Government has started the
process of refunding money to
the devotees, who booked heli-
copter tickets in advance for the
Chardham Yatra in Kedarnath.

This comes nearly two
weeks after the State
Government postponed the
pilgrimage in view of the mas-
sive surge in Covid-19 cases.

The entire booking
amount for helicopter services
to Kedarnath temple, except Rs
200 taken from each pilgrim as
processing fee, would be
refunded, according to Chief
Minister Trivendra 
Singh Rawat's order last 
month.

Garhwal Mandal Vikas
Nigam (GMVN), a govern-
ment undertaking, collects fare
from the devotees on behalf of
the helicopter companies
through its website.

GMVN Director Ashish
Chauhan has written to the
bank concerned, asking to start
refunding money to their
accounts.

The Chardham Yatra to
the four famous Himalayan
shrines — Badrinath,
Kedarnath, Gangotri and
Yamunotri —was scheduled
for this month and the advance
bookings for helicopter services
to the Himalayan temple had
begun on April 2. PTI 
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Bengaluru: Karnataka Chief Minister
B S Yediyurappa on Tuesday asked
Covid patients over-staying in hospitals
'unnecessarily' to go home to make way
for serious ones to get treatment.

"What is the need for the 332
patients to remain in the hospital for 30
days? They should vacate the beds.
There are 503 patients in the hospital
for 20 days.

This way people who are staying
in the hospital unnecessarily should go
home," he said.     He was speaking to
reporters after visiting a Covid war
room in the city, which has generated
data about the Covidpatients, the sta-
tus of beds in the hospitals, oxygen
availability and other essential drugs for
the pandemic.

The CM said the Covid War Room
has generated information about those
patients who can avail treatment at
home but were staying put in the hos-
pital depriving serious patients from
getting treatment.

Responding to a query,
Yediyurappa said those 503 people are
in the hospital despite advice of doctors
for their discharge.

According to him, such patients
should be told that the treatment was
over and they should go home paving
the way for admission of serious ones.

Hailing the Covid War Room man-
agement, Yediyurappa said it is a model
in the country as the data are perfect
giving every detail on a real time basis
about the number of people admitted,
for how long they are there and the
availability of beds in the hospitals for
Covid patients.  "We are operating this
war room in a systematic manner,
which probably cannot be seen any-
where in the country," the he said.

To a query on BJP national gen-
eral secretary B L Santhosh meeting
him, Yediyurappa said he discussed for
an hour with him Covid-19, the situa-
tion prevailing in Delhi and Karnataka
and the ways to improve things. PTI
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From Page 1
Oxygen shortage, unavailability of ventilators,

and vanishing life-saving drugs, have combined
to create a dreadful scenario where more patients
are dying due to reasons other than Corona infec-
tions.

Reports are pouring in from all over the coun-
try showing a gross mismatch between the bod-
ies arriving at crematorium and the numbers of
dead in official ledgers. There have been numer-

ous TV and print media reports of fatality under-
counting from West Bengal, Delhi, Tamil Nadu,
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat,
Telangana, Uttar Pradesh, Assam, Odisha, Kerala,
Karnataka, Bihar, Haryana, and Chhattisgarh. 

Noted US-based health experts Dr Ashish Jha
has already pointed out that at least 25,000 Indians
are dying every day of Covid. If the official 
figure were to catch that reality, India would be
bruising shoulders with some of the worst
impacted nations in the world in terms of 
Covid-19 fatality.

From Page 1
Similarly, while the State

Governments across the country are
pulling all stops to ensure adequate
availability of anti-viral Remdevisir
and Tocilizumab to curb black mar-
keting and ensure its easy availabili-
ty, the government’s Covid strategists
like Dr. Randeep Guleria from the
AIIMS and Dr Balram Bhargava
from Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) have asked the pub-
lic to not expect much from these
injections.

Dr Guleria has been from various
platforms reminding the doctors to
exercise caution while prescribing
Remdesivir to patients and said that
the drug used to treat coronavirus dis-
ease (Covid-19) is not a ‘magic bul-
let’. He advised doctors that the
Remdesivir drug does not reduce
mortality and is of no use if given to
people with mild symptoms.

Again, even though various States
like Delhi and Maharashtra have set
up plasma banks for the needy Covid
patients and social media flooded
with requests for plasma donation, Dr.
Guleria feels that plasma therapy has
been ineffective in curing patients.

“Studies have shown that plasma
therapy has a limited role and is not
of much use. Less than 2% Covid-19
patients require Tocilizumab but it is
being used a lot these days. The
majority of patients with mild symp-
toms or those who are asymptomatic
will improve with the treatment given
to symptomatic patients,” he said
recently about the ‘Miracle drugs.’

Echoing similar views, now a
group of 18 clinicians and public
health professionals has expressed
concern over the “irrational and
non-scientific” use of plasma in
Covid treatment. On Tuesday in a let-
ter addressed to the Principal
Scientific Advisor to the Government,
Dr VijayRaghavan, the ICMR and the
AIIMS, demanded the removal of
convalescent plasma therapy from
national Covid clinical protocols and
warned against possibilities of plas-
ma use triggering virulent Covid vari-
ants while being of no clinical bene-
fit among Covid patients.

The signatories include top vac-
cinologist Gagandeep Kang, Editor of
the Indian Journal of Medical Ethics
Amar Jesani, public health researcher
Shahid Jameel, and other scientists
including Oommen John, Gautam
Menon, CS Parmesh and Anant
Bhan. 

However, many doctors across
the States feel otherwise. Regarding
antiviral drug Remdesivir to treat
people infected with Covid-19, a
section of doctors claimed that it is
beneficial in hypoxic patients with
Covid-19 (with blood oxygen satu-
ration below 95), others feel that there
is no need to wait for patients to get
hypoxic. The second group of doctors
says the drug should be administered
if the radiological investigation,
including x-ray or CT scan, shows
peculiar ground-glass opacity or lung
lesions.

Prof GD Puri, Intensive Care, PGI
said, “ Various studies have found that
Remdesivir given in patients of mod-
erate covid 19 disease (Covid-19
patients developing hypoxia at room

air), reduce the duration of hospital-
ization, only if started within the first
8 days of symptom onset.

“Remdesivir is not likely to be
beneficial after 10 days, in patients
already on a ventilator. It is also not
indicated in patients with raised liver
enzymes (>5 times normal limit). It
has the potential to worsen renal func-
tions and may cause arrhythmia, so
needs to be used with caution/ under
monitoring.”

He warned: “There are very lim-
ited indications for using Remdesivir
and a very narrow therapeutic win-
dow, so it should be judiciously
used.” However, critical care expert
and former national president of the
Indian Society of Critical Care
Medicine, Subhal Dixit said, “In my
opinion, all patients with lung lesions
on scan should get remdesivir irre-
spective of hypoxia. Why wait for
hypoxia to set in? I have used the drug
in quite a few patients with Covid-19.
My personal experience with remdi-
sevir has been good,”

“It all depends upon the selection
of patients. Starting the drug at the
right time is crucial. The beneficial
effects of the drug are seen after 3-4
days. The drug also helps curtail the
patients’ oxygen needs,” he said,
according to reports.

Regarding Tocilizumab, a strong
immune system suppressant, Dr GD
Puri said since it can enhance the inci-
dence of secondary bacterial infec-
tions in the patients, it should be used
only after ruling out significant bac-
terial or fungal infections. “Various
studies have not shown any mortal-
ity benefit in critically ill patients”, he
pointed out.

From Page 1
The UN health agency also

said the B.1.617 variant of
Covid-19 seemed to be trans-
mitting more easily than the
original version of the virus, and
might possibly have some
increased resistance to vaccine
protections. This can be reflect-
ed in the sharp surge in the cases
and deaths in India which is
reporting nearly 3 to 4 lakh
cases daily.

India accounts for “38 per
cent of global cases reported in
the past week,” as per the glob-
al data.

Up till April 27, B.1.617
variant had been detected in
over 1,200 sequences uploaded
on the open-access database
GISAID (the Global Initiative
on Sharing Avian Influenza
Data) “from at least 17 coun-
tries”, the global health agency
said in its weekly epidemiolog-
ical update on the pandemic.
Most sequences were uploaded
from India, the UK, the US and
Singapore, it said.

Since then, more than 350

sequences of this lineage have
been detected with prevalence
increasing to 75 per cent at the
end of April. The UK has
already placed India on the red
list, which prevents non-citizens
or non-permanent residents
from travelling to the country.

Globally, new Covid-19
cases increased for the ninth
consecutive week, with nearly
5.7 million new cases reported
in the last week -- surpassing
previous peaks, the WHO
update said. The B1617 variant
has been deemed a ‘variant of
interest’ instead of a ‘variant of
concern’ by the WHO.

However, the WHO has
classified the British, South
African and Brazilian variants of
Covid-19 as “variants of con-
cern.”

“Preliminary modelling by
WHO based on sequences sub-
mitted to GISAID suggest that
B1617 has a higher growth rate
than other circulating variants
in India, suggesting potential
increased transmissibility, with
other co-circulating variants

also demonstrating increased
transmissibility,” the WHO
update said.

“Other drivers may include
challenges around the imple-
mentation and adherence to
public health and social mea-
sures and social gatherings
(including mass gatherings dur-
ing cultural and religious cele-
brations, and elections),” it
added.  Earlier, the Indian
Covid-19 variant was a “variant
of interest” (VOI). The elevation
from VOI to “variant of con-
cern” (VOC) is done when a
SARS-CoV-2 mutant shows
evidence of fulfilling at least one
of the criteria such as easier
transmission/ increased sever-
ity of illness/reduced neutral-
ization by antibodies/ reduced
efficacy of drugs and treatment
and reduced efficacy of vaccines
or vaccine escape ability, as per
the WHO.

Last week, the Public Health
England named B.1.617.2 a
variant of concern as evidence
showed that the virus had
increased transmissibility.

From Page 1
“But start to experience another set of seri-

ous psychotic symptoms. The reasons for it may
be due to multiple sensory deprivations in ICUs
with no windows, excessive sleep disturbance
or irritability due to beeping machines, staff
movement and excessive light, acute stress,
medication reactions, excessive fever, toxins in
the body, hypoxia and dehydration,” added
Phogat. 

Due to these, the patients are in a state of
delirium accompanied by delusions) and hal-
lucinations, restlessness, agitation, paranoia,
disorientation, and clouding (unable to recog-
nise the time of the day, place at which they are
and persons who are around), night
mares and other abnormal symptoms), Dr
Phogat said.

A medical assessment and mental status
examination of the patients is done to deter-
mine this condition.

It is usually controlled by reviewing the
medicines of the patient, bringing in family
members and familiar objects, checking dehy-
dration, fever, and infections. Patients may also
be treated with anti-psychotic drugs, she said,
adding such conditions may further deterio-
rate to despair.

Despair is a condition similar to depression.
Clinical despair is profound and existential
hopelessness, helplessness, powerlessness, and
pessimism about life and future.
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Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Tuesday urged

the Centre to divide the
responsibility of producing
vaccines for Covid-19 between
more companies in the coun-
try in order to meet the high
demand for the jabs. Kejriwal
said that the national Capital
had plans to ramp up its inoc-
ulation drive and would soon
need more shots as it plans to
vaccinate over three lakh peo-
ple daily, before the third wave
of the contagion strikes the city.

Currently, the two vaccine
makers in India are the Pune-
based Serum Institute of India
(SII), which manufactures
Covishield and Bharat Biotech,
which produces the indige-
nously- developed Covaxin.

Kejriwal said that the
Centre should formulate a
national policy to vaccinate

every person within the next
few months by increasing the
production of the much-need-
ed shots. He also stressed that
not just SII and Bharat Biotech,
but multiple companies should
be engaged in vaccine produc-
tion in India to meet the soar-
ing demand. He suggested that
the Central Government
should take the formula for
producing the vaccine from
these two firms and give it to
those companies which can
safely make the doses.

“India houses some of the
greatest industrialists and some
of the biggest pharma compa-
nies in the world. We have
world-renowned scientists. If
they are given the opportuni-
ty, they will do everything to
serve the nation,” he added.

The Chief Minister also
said, “The cases of coronavirus
are reducing in Delhi and the
second wave is subsiding. The

lockdown was successful
because of everyone’s support.
In the last few days, we have
also increased the number of
oxygen beds available in the
Capital. Yesterday we installed
beds in the Ramlila Grounds,
in front of the GTB Hospital.”

“In these difficult times, the
Central Government has the
power to execute a national
policy of vaccinating every
Indian. For this to happen, the
formula to make the vaccines
should be shared with other
firms capable of producing the
doses in a safe manner. The
current vaccine manufacturers
can be given royalty for the use
of their formula by other firms.
This is the only way by which
we can vaccinate all our citizens
rapidly,” he said.

Citing an example, he said
“If you remember, when we
faced the first wave there was
a major shortage of PPE kits in
India. Imagine if at that time
only two companies had been
given the rights to make the
PPE kits. Would the PPE kits be
available today in the country?
But this did not happen. Today,
many Indian companies are
making those kits. That is why
we are not dependent upon
others for PPE kits.”

“I have full faith that in this
manner we will be able to pro-
vide protection to every citizen
of India, before the next wave
of the pandemic hits us. My
only goal is to think as to how
to save each and every Indian
from the wrath of the coron-
avirus,” he added.
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Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia said on

Tuesday said that over 1.39 lakh
people were vaccinated in
Delhi on Monday, of which
nearly 46 per cent belonged to
the 18-44 age group.

“A total of 1,39,261 people
were vaccinated yesterday in
Delhi out of which 64,151 are
from the 18-45 age group,”
Sisodia tweeted.

“The Central Government
has posed a question to the
Delhi Government over not
passing of a global tender to
procure vaccines. The Centre
has already exported vaccines
that could have been used in
India, and is now sowing dis-
cord among the States. In times
of a deadly crisis, the role of the
Central Government has had a
detrimental effect on managing
the Covid-19 crisis and cer-
tainly pitting States against
each other only makes things
worse,” the Deputy Chief
Minister said.

“Countries such as the
United States and the European
nations prioritised vaccinat-
ing their own people before
even thinking of earmarking
and exporting vaccines to other
countries. In India however, we
see that our ruling Government
-- the Central Government --

instead of taking immediate
interest in managing the
COVID crisis is more absorbed
in lying and vilifying others”,
Sisodia countered.

Conveying his dissatisfac-
tion with the BJP Government
with regard to managing the
distribution of the shots across
the nation, Sisodia stated that
the Centre had made grave
mistakes in the distribution of
vaccines to State Governments
and that India could have vac-
cinated an additional 6.5 crore
citizens had it begun the mass
vaccination drive and inocu-
lated individuals fully in March.

In an appeal to the Central
Government, the Deputy Chief
Minister stated that it was the
role and responsibility of the
Government of India to inte-
grate the needs of all States and
procure vaccines through a
global tender for India instead
of leaving States to fight in an
international marketplace for
the jabs.

Sisodia said that if States
are asked to purchase vaccines
internationally through global
tenders, then the State with the
largest coffers would unfairly
procure the maximum number
of doses. “This will lead to
fights among States, and fur-
ther bashing and criticism of
the country in international
communities,” he said.
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Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal on

Tuesday said that though the
vaccination drive was in full
swing at nearly 100 centres
across the national Capital, it
would have to be halted soon
as the available stock would
last for two-three days only.

“It is our aim to vaccinate
all the people of Delhi in the
next three months but a major
problem that we are facing is
the shortage of doses. We
have only a few days of vac-
cines left in Delhi and this
problem is being faced coun-
trywide. There is a shortage of
vaccines and there are some
States where the inoculation
drive has not even started as
yet because of the scarcity of
vaccines,” he said.

“Right now we are admin-
istering 1.25 lakh doses daily.
Soon we will start adminis-
tering these vaccines to more
than 3 lakh people every day,”
he added.

Senior Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) leader Atishi present-
ed the vaccination bulletin on
Tuesday, saying that the stock
of Covaxin was completely
finished in the city for those

between 18-45 years of age
and nearly 125 centres had to
be shut by the Delhi
Government due to the scarci-
ty of the coveted vaccines. 

She said: “Only three days’
worth of stock is left of
Covishield for those between
18-45 years of age. For health-
care and frontline workers
and for those above 45 years
of age, only five days’ of
Covaxin stock is left, and four
days worth of Covishield
doses.”

Atishi added, “The second

wave of Covid-19 has affect-
ed nearly every family in India
and Delhi in some way or the
other. Vaccination is the only
way to stop the spread of the
contagion and protect us from
an impending third wave.
Hence, I present this vaccina-
tion bulletin to you. We will
state all the figures in the inter-
est of fairness and trans-
parency. Every person, no
matter what their age, wishes
to get the shots at the earliest.
We just hope that we can pro-
vide them.”
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Delhi reported 12,481 Covid
cases on Tuesday, while the

death toll due to the viral dis-
ease has shot up to 20,010 with
347 more people succumbing
to it in the last 24 hours.

With this, the daily posi-
tivity rate has dipped below 18
per cent for the first time since
April 14 this year. Delhi Health
Minister Satyendar Jain said
that the demand for oxygen
beds is less now as compared to
the weeks gone by. “We have
about 23,000 beds, of which
20,000 are occupied.
Uninterrupted oxygen supply is
needed to avoid any tragic
outcomes. We are still getting
a little less than the city’s
requirement for oxygen,” he
said.

“In the last few days, the
positivity rate has declined
from 36 per cent to 17.76, with
the caseload also going down
from 28,000 per day to about
12,500. Until we reach the pos-
itivity rate that is under five per
cent, and a caseload that is
below 3,000-4,000, we cannot
be at ease,” he added.

According to a bulletin

issued by the Delhi
Government’s Health
Department, over 70,000 tests
were conducted to detect Covid
cases in the last 24 hours. The
bulletin also said that more
than 1.40 lakh people were
inoculated against the disease
in the period and of the 22,953
beds in hospitals, 3,890 were
vacant.

It is significant that Delhi’s

Covid positivity rate has fallen
each day during the last few
days. At the beginning of this
month, the city recorded a
positivity rate of 31.6, which
came down to 28.3 on May 2,
followed by a positivity rate of
29.6 on May 3. On May 4, the
positivity rate stood at 26.7, on
the fifth, this was 26.4 per cent,
on the sixth it was 24.29 and on
ninth it hit 21.67 and on May

10 it further came down to
19.10 that further came down
to less than 17 on May 11.

A senior Government offi-
cial said that a team of officers
is working round the clock to
monitor the demand and sup-
ply of the oxygen in the nation-
al Capital.

“Real time monitoring of
oxygen tankers is being done
by the team formed by the
Government to mitigate the
challenges and obstacles in the
supply chain management of
oxygen in the national Capital.
The Delhi Government has
also deputed a team of officers
to each of the oxygen plants to
make sure that there are no
glitches and any administrative
obstacles in oxygen supply,” he
said.

The AAP Government has
not only ramped up testing but
has also worked relentlessly to
increase the number of beds
across Delhi during the lock-
down. 

The Government is also
giving an aggressive push to the
vaccination drive, which will
further help bring down the
positivity rate in the coming
days.
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Delhi Police has arrested a
27-year-old man for

allegedly black marketing
essential drugs and injections
required for the treatment of
Covid-19 patients, at exorbitant
rates in West Delhi’s Punjabi
Bagh area. The accused, Lovee
Narula, a resident of Paschim
Vihar in West Delhi, is engaged
in the pharmaceutical business
and procured the medicines
and injections from his associ-
ate Rahul and later sold each
shot for �3 lakh. According to
Urvija Goel, Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), West district, action
was taken against Narula after
an input was received by the
Punjabi Bagh police station
regarding black marketing of
essential Covid-19 medicines
and injections.

“A police team was consti-
tuted and during a raid Lovee
Narula was apprehended on
May 8. He was subsequently
arrested and essential drugs
and injections were recovered
from his possession. During
interrogation, it was revealed
that he had been purchasing
them from his associate Rahul
and was selling the injections
for �3 lakh each as they are in
high demand. He was selling
them to desperate customers
over India Mart and such other
platforms,” said the DCP.

“Being engaged in the
pharmaceuticals business he
knew what all medicines would
be required for the treatment
Covid. Hence, he had hoarded
them and was selling them at
a huge profit,” said the DCP.

A case was registered in the
matter under relevant sections
of Indian Penal Code and
Epidemic Act and efforts are
being made to apprehend the
co-accused Rahul, who is on
the run. Police are also trying
to recover more of the essential
medicines from the posses-
sion of the accused.

The police recovered two
Actemra 400 mg/20 ml
Tocilizumab 400 mg/200 ml, 10
Liposomal Amphotericin-B for
injection 50 mg, 14
Mephentermine Sulphate injec-
tions, IP Termin 30mg/ml and
�3,04,500 from the possession
of the accused.
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Water supply will be affect-
ed in parts of the nation-

al Capital on Wednesday
evening due to very high tur-
bidity in raw water from the
Upper Ganga Canal.

Production from the Sonia
Vihar ‘Water Treatment Plant’
(WTP) and Bhagirathi WTP
has been affected, the Delhi Jal
Board said in a statement,
adding that the supply is like-
ly to be affected on Wednesday
morning and in the evening.

The areas where supply
would be affected are Malviya
Nagar, Saket, Pushp Vihar,
Katwaria Sarai, Lado Sarai,
Khirki, Saidulajab, Gokulpuri,
Sonia Vihar, Karawal Nagar,
Babarpur, Tahirpur, Dilshad
Garden, Nandnagari, Shahdara,
Laxmi Nagar, Geeta Colony,
Mayur Vihar, Kondli,
Dallupura, Yamuna Vihar,
Karawal Nagar, Jafrabad,
Jhilmil, Mandawali, Laxmi

Nagar, Shakarpur, Vivek Vihar,
Karkardooma, Jagatpuri,
Shalimar Park, Krishna Nagar,
Patparganj, Preet Vihar,
Vishkarma Park, Lalita Park,
Seelampur, Shastripark,
Bhrampuri, Gandhi Nagar,
Sarai Kale Khan, Okhla,
Kalkaji, Batla House exten-
sion, Kalandi Colony,
Badarpur, Sarita Vihar, Vasant
Kunj, Mehrauli, Greater
Kailash, South Extension,
Lajpat Nagar, Jal Vihar, Lodhi
Road, Kaka Nagar and adjoin-
ing areas

The DJB advised the peo-
ple of these areas to store water
in advance in order to avoid
any inconvenience. 
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With an aim to provide
oxygen concentrators free

of cost for people in need, an
Oxygen Concentrators’ Library
has been set up in the Aam
Aadmi Party’s (AAP) Kalkaji
MLA, Atishi’s office with the
support of the American Indian
Foundation and Daivik
Foundation. The oxygen satu-
ration level of people infected
by the coronavirus can dip
suddenly, resulting in the urgent
need for oxygen concentrators.
In many serious cases, the
SPO2 drops dangerously for a
Covid patient being shifted
from home to the hospital.
Patients in home isolation also
may need oxygen support for a

few days. To help patients of
Kalkaji in such situations and to
provide urgent medical assis-
tance, the Oxygen
Concentrators’ Library will lend
concentrators to people for a
few days free of cost, Atishi’s
office said in a statement. The
concentrators, which help sta-

bilise oxygen levels can be
issued to patients for up to four-
five days, the statement said.
SPO2, also known as oxygen
saturation, is a measure of the
amount of oxygen-carrying
hemoglobin in the blood rela-
tive to the amount of hemo-
globin not carrying oxygen.
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JP leader Meenakashi Lekhi
Tuesday alleged that the

Delhi Government did not buy
any new ventilators last year
and is using those delivered
through the PM-CARES Fund.

Addressing a Press confer-
ence here, Lekhi alleged that
the Delhi Government did not
increase the number of ICU
beds either. "If you talk about
ICU beds in Delhi, they haven't
increased them at all. The
(AAP) Government is using
the ventilators given through
the PM-CARES Fund. It did
not buy a single new ventilator
last year," the BJP leader
claimed.

She also added that the
Centre and the Defence
Research and Development
Organisation have been pro-
viding oxygen, hospitals, and
special beds, while "even the
medical staff are being provid-

ed by ITBP and other Defence
organisations".

The New Delhi MP also
slammed the Kejriwal
Government for advertising
about "universal vaccination".

"The MCD was running
150 vaccination centres. The
AAP Government closed 60
centres and is showing adver-
tisements that Arvind Kejriwal
will run universal vaccination
in Delhi. They have not float-
ed a global tender nor have
they availed vaccines from any-
where," Lekhi said.

While no immediate reac-
tion was available from the
AAP, Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal had said on Monday
that a 500 ICU-bed COVID
care centre attached to the
GTB Hospital would be ready
for use by May 11.

Another 500 ICU-bed
facility near the LNJP Hospital
at the main Ramlila ground will
also be ready soon, he had said.
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Delhi Police on Tuesday
tried to contact leader of

Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) and
Timarpur MLA, Dilip Pandey
to quiz him after the Delhi
High Court hearing a plea
about politicians involved in
illegal distribution of COVID
medicines etc directed police to
conduct an enquiry. Police said
that Pandey’s phone was
switched off when the police
team tried to contact him.  

“In compliance with direc-
tions of the Delhi High Court,
an enquiry is being conducted
from several concerned per-
sons. Dilip Pandey was con-
tacted today but his phone
was found switched off. Later
the enquiry officer spoke with
his personal assistant and sub-
sequently an advocate called up
and informed that he would
submit the reply of Dilip
Pandey tomorrow,” said
Chinmoy Biswal, the Public
Relation Officer (PRO) of
Delhi Police.

Earlier, petitioner Deepak
Singh, the chairperson of
Hruduya Foundation and a
national level shooter, had
questioned how politicians are
able to procure large stocks of
the medicine without having
the requisite permission under
the Drugs and Cosmetics Act,
when the normal public was
not getting it.
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Flight operations from
Terminal-2 (T-2) will be

suspended from May 17, a
Delhi International Airport
Limited (DIAL) spokesperson
confirmed on Tuesday.
According to the authorities,
the decision has been taken in
view of a sharp surge in Covid-
19 cases in the country.

“We are suspending all
flight operations from T-2 as
there has been a significant
drop in the number of passen-
gers recorded due to Covid-19.

Go Air and Indigo will con-
tinue their operations from T-
3,” the DIAL official said.

“Lack of flyers has led to
suspension of operations at
Delhi IGI Airport's (T2) from
May 17 as, Delhi continues to
witness a sharp surge in Covid-
19 cases,” the official added.
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The Congress criticism of
the Covid-19 management

by the Modi-Government invit-
ed a strong rejoinder from the
BJP president JP Nadda who on
Tuesday asked the top Congress
leadership to “stop misleading
people, creating false panic and
even contradicting their stands
just on political considerations.”

In a four-page letter to
Congress president Sonia
Gandhi, Nadda accused her
senior party leaders, including
former President Rahul Gandhi,
of creating "vaccine hesitancy",
at convenience "changing
stands" on the lockout issue and
creating "confusion" over the
Covid-19 strategy.

BJP president also  went on
to say thay " now there is a new
trend in Congress party to put
all the blame on the Central
Vista project".

The letter came a day after
the Congress Working
Committee on Monday passed
a resolution calling the second
Covid-19 wave a “grave calami-
ty and direct consequence of the
Modi government’s indiffer-
ence, insensitivity, and incom-
petence.

Nadda accused Congress of
mocking at the vaccine made in
India.

“Vaccine that is made in
India should be a matter of
national pride. Instead,
Congress leaders tried to
ridicule it and create doubts in
the minds of people. Even the
chief minister belonging to your
party indulged in such antics. In
a nation that has almost no
recent history of vaccine hesi-
tancy, your party has the dubi-
ous record of trying to actively
create [it], that too, in the mid-
dle of a once-in-a-century pan-

demic,” the letter said.
“The Congress Working

Committee talks about the
Modi government ‘abdicating’
its responsibility on vaccination.
Is there so much of a commu-
nication gap between the
Congress party and the states it
shares powers in? In April itself,
topmost Congress leaders were
calling for decentralisation of
vaccination", he said.

Nadda also cited a surge in
Covid-19 cases in Congress-
ruled state such as Punjab.

Nadda defended the vacci-
nation policy and said it had
already ensured considerable
coverage in priority groups by
providing over 160 million vac-
cines to states in the first two
phases.

"Even now it continues to
give 50 percent of the total vac-
cines free if cost", said the let-
ter of BJP President.

Nadda said that BJP ruled
states have announced their
resolve to help the poor and
underprivileged by providing
vaccines for free.

“I am sure that Congress
governments in various states
also feel strongly for the poor,
can they also come out with a
similar decision to provide vac-
cines for free?”, he quizzed the
Congress President.

Nadda accused the
Congress of politicising the
pandemic and the vaccination
policy. He said in this fight
against the pandemic, the con-
duct of the topmost Congress
leaders, including Rahul
Gandhi, will be remembered for
“duplicity and pettiness.”

“Your party, under your
leadership, is doing no favours
to itself by opposing lockdowns
and then demanding for the
same, ignoring the Centre’s
advisories on the second wave
of Covid and then saying they

did not get any information,
holding massive election rallies
in Kerala causing a spike in
Covid cases while grandstand-
ing about the election rallies
elsewhere, supporting protest
but speaking about the follow-

ing Covid guidelines,” the letter
said. 

On the Congress’s opposi-
tion to the Central Vista, Nadda
said the need for a new
Parliament was raised during
the Congress-led United

Progressive Alliance rule and
the then speaker Meira Kumar
had  stressed the need for a new

parliament building.
He drew attention of Sonia

to the fact that  Congress’s

Chhattisgarh Government was
also constructing a new
Assembly complex in the State.  
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Amid scarcity of vaccine
supplies, many States have

suspended vaccination drives
for the 18-44 age group so as
to prioritise those due for the
second jab in the 45-plus age
group. People who had regis-
tered to get Covid jab through
the Cowin app returned dis-
appointed from vaccination
centres in some parts includ-
ing Mumbai, Hyderabad,
Patna, Bendil and other places
as they were closed due to
unavailability of the Covid-19
vaccine. Maharashtra, Andhra
Pradesh, Delhi, Haryana,
Punjab, Karnataka, West
Bengal, Odisha, Telangana,
Kerala and Madhya Pradesh
have rescheduled appoint-
ments for the first time vaccine
beneficiaries. Delhi and
Andhra Pradesh have demand-
ed to share the formula with
other companies to manufac-
ture the two Covid vaccines.

The shortage of Bharat
Biotech's Covaxin in many
states is posing a problem for
those who need to get a second
jab. Covaxin has to be taken at
an interval of 28 days.

Maharashtra Health
Minister Rajesh Tope on
Tuesday said the State

Government has suspended
the Covid-19 vaccination drive
for the 18-44 age group due to
a shortage of jabs. “There is a
dearth of vaccines, hence we're
considering holding off vacci-
nation drive temporarily for
18-44 age group. 2.75 lakh vac-
cine doses are left for this age
group that'll be now used for 45
years and above group.
Administering the second dose
is a priority,” Tope said.

Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal requested
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
to allow other companies the
right to manufacture the two
Covid-19 vaccines adminis-
tered in the country -
Covishield and Covaxin. In
his letter, Kejriwal said that the
current supply of vaccine doses
is not sustainable to meet the
whole country's demand,
which will in turn be an arse-
nal in India's fight against the
deadly virus. "Only two com-
panies are producing vaccines
so far. They produce only 6-7
crore vaccines a month. This
way, it will take over two years
to vaccinate everyone. Many
waves would have come by
then,” he said.

Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana have decided to
restrict the vaccination process

only to the second dose. States
like Kerala, Karnataka have
increased the second dose share
given the large numbers
involved. Some have stopped
walk in appoints.

In some States such as
Odisha, Kerala, Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka, vax centres
has been shut to restrict crowds
and manage the vaccination
driver better.

In Madhya Pradesh, online
appointments in some areas
including Datia, Damoh,
Jhabua have been restricted.

In states like Haryana,
Rajasthan and Madhya
Pradesh, the Governments
have restricting the slots for
appointments.

Serum Institute of India's
current production capacity is
60-70 million doses; the com-
pany indicated that it may not
hit the 100-million-dose capac-
ity until July. Bharat Biotech is
producing about 10 million
doses.  Only 1,50,000 doses of
Sputnik V have arrived from
Russia, but it would take a few
weeks for its roll-out.

To meet the demand, sev-
eral states such as Karnataka,
Odisha, Delhi, UP,
Maharashtra and Kerala have
decided to invite global tender
to procure the Covid vaccine.
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Amid continuing surge in
Covid cases, CRPF chief

Kuldiep Singh has tasked the
commandants of various for-
mations across the States to
liaise with the State police to
hand over seized Remdesivir
injections, oxygen concentra-
tors and oxygen cylinders on
"zimmanama" basis for use by
the paramilitary in these "try-
ing times."

Due to the onslaught of the
pandemic, the CRPF has also
halted all training courses that
begin in May.

Following reports of black
marketing of these essentials
required for Covid patient man-
agement, State police forces
and law enforcement agencies
across the country have raided
and seized these items.

These precious lifesaving
drugs and equipment, lying
with police forces, can be used
by the force to save the lives of
the paramilitary personnel, offi-
cials said.

Through a communica-
tion on Friday, the CRPF has
also sought a consolidated
report of action taken by the
offices under different opera-
tional jurisdiction by May 13
for perusal of the Director
General of the Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF).

The communication that
has been sent to all the sectors

and zones/formations has also
underscored the need to treat
the matter as a top priority and
monitor the progress, they said.

Meanwhile, the CRPF has
postponed all training courses,
in view of the spread of Covid-
19, scheduled to commence this
month till further orders. The
new dates for commencement
of the training courses will be
intimated in due course to all
the training institutions under
the paramilitary.

As on Saturday, a total of
20,106 CRPF personnel con-
tracted Covid-19, including
228 cases during the last 24
hours. Of this, 17, 498 men have
recovered and the paramilitary
suffered 105 deaths due to the
viral disease. The CRPF had
2,503 active cases in its ranks till
Saturday.

Till Saturday, as many as
69,852 Central paramilitary
personnel, including those of
the CRPF, have been infected
with Covid-19. 

Out of this, 60,549 patients
have recovered from the dis-
ease. The combined death toll
across the paramilitary forces
was 264 during the period. A
total of 9,037 personnel across
the Forces continue to be active
cases. 

Besides the CRPF, other
paramilitary forces hit by
Covid are the Border Security
Force (BSF), Indo Tibetan
Border Police (ITBP), Central

Industrial Security Force
(CISF), Sashastra Seema Bal
(SSB), National Security
Guards (NSG) and the
National Disaster Response
Force (NDRF).

A Deputy Inspector
General of the CRPF and a
Commanding Officer (CO) of
the Border Security Force
(BSF) have succumbed to
Covid-19 this week. Another
CO of the CRPF hit by the
novel coronavirus is critical,
sources said.

A section of officials in the
CRPF feel the liaison with the
State police should have been
undertaken by the senior offi-
cials in the rank of Inspectors
General, most of whom are
IPS officers from various State
cadres on Central deputation,
for better outcome of the
move aimed at offsetting the
shortage of the vital medicines
and equipment for manage-
ment of Covid cases.

While the CRPF has a
medical set of its own for treat-
ment of its personnel through
a range of field and compos-
ite hospitals, the CPRF has
been stretched too far from
crowd control in the first wave
to conducting elections in the
midst of the second wave in
the recently concluded
Assembly polls in West
Bengal, Assam, Tamil Nadu,
Kerala and Puducherry, they
added.
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As the footfall of people
turning up for vaccina-

tions has increased due to the
recent spikes in Covid-19 cases,
and those waiting for a second
dose getting longer, the Centre
on Tuesday asked the States to
give priority to them during
vaccination by allocating a
minimum of 70 per cent vac-
cines for the second dose.

The States have also been
asked to focus on minimum
vaccine wastage and do regu-
lar follow up with vaccine
manufacturers.

The urgent need to address
a large number of beneficiaries
waiting for a second dose of
vaccine was stressed in a meet-
ing held by Union Health
Secretary Rajesh Bhushan and
Dr R S Sharma, the Chairman
of  Empowered Group on
Technology and Data
Management to Combat
COVID-19, with state officials
to review the status of COVID-
19 vaccination on Tuesday.

States were urged to
"ensure all beneficiaries who
have taken the first dose are
prioritised for the second
doses", the Union Health
Ministry said in the statement.

In this regard, states can
reserve at least 70 percent of the

vaccines supplied to them from
the Government of India chan-
nel for second dose vaccination
and the remaining 30 percent
for the first dose.

"This, however, is indica-
tive. States have the liberty to
enhance this to as much as 100
percent. State-wise numbers
on CoWIN have been shared
with states for their planning
purposes.

"The states were asked to
undertake an awareness cam-
paign for reinforcing the
importance of complete vacci-
nation with two doses of the
vaccine," the statement said.

Presenting details of States
who have ensured high cover-
age of priority groups (like pop-
ulation aged 45+, frontline
workers and healthcare work-
ers) and the others, the Union
Health secretary urged States to
ensure that priority groups are

vaccinated.
States have been informed

in a transparent manner in
advance about the Covid vac-
cines being provided to them
from Govt of India channel.
The visibility for the forth-
coming fortnight is conveyed to
them in advance to enable bet-
ter and more effective planning
by them, the statement stated.

The next allocation for the
period 15-31th May will be
conveyed to them on May 14.
It was pointed out that states
can utilize the information
regarding dose allocation for
the next 15 days to plan their
vaccination sessions.

States were also urged to
minimise vaccine wastage, the
statement said. While the over-
all levels have considerably
reduced, Union Health
Secretary pointed that there
were many states which still

needed to substantially reduce
the wastage.

“It was suggested to states
and UTs to retrain and reori-
ent vaccinators to ensure judi-
cious usage of the vaccines.

"All wastage more than
the national average hereafter
is to be adjusted from the sub-
sequent allocations to that state
and UT," the statement said.

In this context, it was also
pointed out that certain states
are able to report a negative
wastage because the well-
trained health workers can
extract maximum doses per
vial than what is otherwise gen-
erally earmarked.

In view of the payments
pending from states to the pri-
vate vaccine manufacturers,
the states were advised to con-
stitute a dedicated team at
state level of 2 or 3 senior offi-
cers to coordinate with vaccine
manufacturers on a daily basis
and secure State Govt. Supplies
promptly, the statement said.

This team is to also coor-
dinate with private hospitals to
facilitate their procurement
thereby maintaining the
momentum of the overall vac-
cination exercise in the State.

The District Immunization
Officer and COVID
Vaccination Centre Manager
can increase the session capac-
ity according to demand and
can also visualise the target
group in their upcoming ses-
sions. Beneficiaries without
relevant photo ID cards like
senior citizens at old-age
homes, etc., can also be regis-
tered, the ministry said.
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With the Centre taking its
own time to supply the

vaccine at the domestic front,
Delhi, Karnataka, Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana on
Tuesday joined several other
States which have decided to
issue global tenders for pro-
curement of Covid vaccines to
ensure inoculation of its peo-
ple to save them from the sec-
ond wave of pandemic. The
other States seeking vaccines
through a global route are
Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra
and Odisha.

The Centre said it has so
far provided more than 18
crore vaccine doses to States
and UTs free of cost, but many
of them have complained of an
acute shortage of the jabs and
are now prioritising people
who need to be given their sec-
ond dose within a prescribed
period.

Two crore Covid vaccine
doses will be procured through
global tender to meet the
increased demand and to facil-
itate vaccination of the age
group of 18-44 years,
Karnataka Deputy Chief
Minister and state Covid task
force head C N Ashwath
Narayan said.

"Till now, we had depend-
ed only on vaccines supplied by

the Central Government and it
was not procured from the
open market by floating tender.
Now, it has been instructed to
float the tender and to com-
plete the process within seven
days," Narayan said.

Delhi Government too said
it will float a global tender for
procuring coronavirus vac-
cines.

Addressing a press confer-
ence, Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia alleged that
the BJP-ruled Centre was "forc-
ing" State Governments to
invite global tenders for vaccine
procurement while the
Telangana cabinet also decid-
ed to follow suit.

Officials said the Andhra
Pradesh government will float
a global tender in a day or two
for the procurement of Covid-

19 vaccines from foreign man-
ufacturers to complete the vac-
cination process as quickly as
possible.

"We are exploring the
option of buying the vaccine
from any foreign manufactur-
er since there is a short supply
of Covishield and Covaxin," the
state's Principal Secretary
(Health) Anil Kumar Singhal
said while Uttar Pradesh
Government had earlier this
month floated global e-tenders
to procure four crore doses of
Covid-19 vaccines from
licensed manufacturers.

State officials on Tuesday
said that UP may directly pro-
cure a large amount of inter-
national Covid-19 vaccines
such as Sputnik V and those
developed by Moderna and
Johnson & Johnson.
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If the first wave of Covid took
into its grip the old people

particularly those with co-
morbidities, the second ongo-
ing wave of the pandemic is
proving risky to more number
of younger people as they
might have begun going out for
economic reasons and also
because of some variants of
SARs-COV-2  prevalent in the
country.

This was stated by the
ICMR chief Dr Balram
Bhargava on Tuesday in
response to a question on
whether the younger popula-
tion were getting more affect-
ed.

He said, “The comparison
of data during the first and the
second wave of Covid-19 has
shown that there is not much
age difference.

People above the age of 40
are more vulnerable for adverse
outcomes.

"We have found that
younger people are getting
slightly more involved because
suddenly they have gone out
and there are variants also
prevalent in the nation which
may be affecting them as well,"
he said.

India has been reeling
under a calamitous second
wave of the coronavirus infec-
tion.

An early trend of decline in
daily new COVID-19 cases
and deaths has been noted in
the country even as Karnataka,
Kerala, Tamil Nadu, West
Bengal, Odisha, and Punjab are
among the 16 states still show-
ing  continued increase in daily
cases, the government said on
Tuesday.

Maharashtra, Uttar
Pradesh, Delhi, Rajasthan,
Chhattisgarh, Bihar, Gujarat,
Madhya Pradesh and Telangana
were among the 18 states and
union territories showing con-
tinued plateauing or decrease in
daily new Covid-19 cases.

Joint Secretary in the
Health Ministry Lav Agarwal,
however, said Karnataka,
Kerala, Tamil Nadu, West
Bengal, Punjab, Assam, Odisha,
Himachal Pradesh, Meghalaya
and Tripura were among the 16
states and union territories
showing continued increasing
trend in daily new Covid-19
cases.
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Days after directing the
defence Public Sector

Undertakings (PSU) to join
the national effort to fight the
corona pandemic, Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh on
Tuesday inspected a 255-bed
hospital set up by the
Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited(HAL)in Lucknow.

Uttar Pradesh (UP) Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
accompanied the defence min-
ister to visit the facility fully
equipped to treat Covid-19
patients. 

Giving details here, offi-
cials said the two leaders vis-
ited the HAL Covid Care
Hospital set up under the
HAL’s Corporate Social
Responsibility at the Haj
House, Lucknow. They appre-
ciated the facilities and ser-
vices provided for the Covid
patients in a short span of

time. 
The 255-bed Covid Care

Hospital handed over to the
state authorities by the HAL is
now open to patients. This
facility includes 130 beds with
oxygen support, 100 with High
Flow Nasal Cannula (HFNC)
and 25 with ventilators.

The hospital will be man-
aged by the UP Government
through Care India, an NGO
and charity organization. The
technical support is being pro-
vided by HAL.

The HAL was instrumen-
tal in procurement, installation
and commissioning of the
infrastructure and will ensure
maintenance and servicing of
the X-Ray machines, nebuliz-
ers, oxy-meters, wheel chair,
stretchers, BP monitors, Multi
Para Display Monitors for
ICU beds, CCTV monitoring
system, ECG machine, bio
chemistry analyzer, incuba-
tor, serum electrolyte analyz-
er and cell counter.
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on

Tuesday said it has attached
�76.67 crore, lying in various
bank accounts and payment
gateways pertaining to Chinese
loan app companies and their
Indian associates under money
laundering charge.

The ED initiated investi-
gation on the basis of various
FIRs registered by CID,
Bengaluru based on the com-
plaints received from various
customers, who had availed
loan and faced harassment
from the recovery agent of
these money lending compa-
nies.

The amount attached by
ED pertains to seven compa-
nies out of which three are
Fintech companies---Mad
Elephant Network Technology
Private Limited, Baryonyx
Technology Private Limited
and Cloud Atlas Future
Technology Private Limited.

These companies are con-
trolled by the accused Chinese
nationals and three NBFCs

registered with RBI styled as
X10 Financial Services Private
Limited, Track Fin-ed Private
Limited and Jamnadas
Morarjee Finance Private
Limited, the ED said.

The fintech companies
have agreements with the
NBFCs for disbursement of
loans through digital lending
apps.

The amount attached by
ED also includes the amount of
fee charged by Razorpay
Software Private Limited to
the extent of �86.44 lakh for not
conducting due diligence in
case of a company enrolled
with it for disbursement and
collection of loans.  

Money laundering investi-
gation by ED revealed that
these Chinese loan apps offered
loans to individuals and levied
a usurious rate of interest and
processing fees.

The loan apps firms,
through their recovery agents,
resorted to systematic abuse,
harassment and threatening to
the defaulters through the call
centers for coercive recovery of
the loans.
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The Congress on Tuesday appointed senior
party leader Ghulam Nabi Azad to head a

Covid task force with 13 members in the group
which includes Priyanka Gandhi. 

Azad has been one of the members of the
group of 23 dissenters (G-23). The  move taken
by party chief Sonia Gandhi is seen as an attempt
to reach out to the dissenting leader.

Other members include Jairam Ramesh,
Mukul Wasnik, Ambika Soni, KC Venugopal,
Randeep Surjewala and Youth Congress chief BV
Srinivas among others.

The party also set up a five-member group
headed by former Maharashtra chief minister
Ashok Chavan to evaluate the party''s performance
in the just-concluded assembly polls.

The announcement comes a day after party
chief Sonia Gandhi proposed at a meeting of the
Congress Working Committee (CWC) the for-
mation of a group to assess the party''s losses in
Kerala, Assam, West Bengal and Puducherry.

"The Congress president has constituted a
group to evaluate the results of the recently con-
cluded assembly elections, with immediate effect.
Ashok Chavan will be the chairman and other
members of the group are Salman Khurshid,
Manish Tewari, Vincent H Pala and Jothi Mani,"
an official statement from AICC general secretary
K C Venugopal said.

The group will submit its report within two
weeks, the communication further said.
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Waking up from its slumber following
reports of spike in deaths and infec-

tions due to Covid-19 in villages which are
facing onslaught of third wave, the Union
Ministry of Panchayati Raj on Tuesday
asked the States to take preventive steps
such as holding awareness campaigns to dis-
pel myths and ensure better medical facil-
ities to curb the pandemic spread in rural
India.

The Ministry in a letter to the States
asked them to undertake an intensive
awareness drive among rural communities,
sensitizing them about Covid infection and
preventive and mitigation measures, in
accordance with the advice of the Union
Health Ministry, doctors and medical insti-
tutions etc., while especially taking care to
dispel false notions and beliefs.

The Ministry has also asked State
Governments to involve frontline volunteers
from the local community for the campaign
viz. elected panchayat representatives,
teachers, ASHA workers etc. and they may
also be suitably facilitated with necessary
protective systems like finger oxy-meters,
N-95 masks, infrared thermal scanning
instruments, sanitizers etc.
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KR Gouri, the lone surviving
member of the 1957

Communist Government in Kerala
passed away on Tuesday. She was
102 and was suffering from age
related issues. The end came at a pri-
vate hospital in
Thiruvananthapuram.

Alappuzha born Gouri was the
Revenue Minister in the EMS
Namboodirippadu-led Communist
Government that ruled the State
during 1957 to 1959. She was the
leader who introduced the land
reform act in Kerala which sound-
ed the death knell of zamindari sys-
tem in the State.

Before getting elected to the
Kerala Assembly in 1957, Gouri
served twice as member of the
Travancore-Kochi Legislative
Assembly. She was Minister in five
Governments that led by
Namboodirippadu, E K Nayanar, A
K Antony and Oommen Chandi.

She will be remembered as the

best Chief Minister the State did not
get,  said a senior CPI(M) fellow
traveller.

The CPI(M)’s campaign dur-
ing the 1987 assembly election was
“Keram Thingum Kerala Naadu K
R Gowri Bharicheedum”, which
when translated means Kerala, jam-
packed with coconut trees would be
ruled by K R Gouri. 

Though the CPI(M)-led LDF
has scored  an impressive victory in
that election, the CPI(M) leadership
dumped Gouri and made E K
Nayanar, the Chief Minister. Gouri,
who felt deceived and let down did
not get over that “treachery” com-
mitted by the caste leaders of the
party that included
Namboodirippadu and Nayanar.

She was expelled from the CPI
(M) in 1994 by Namboodirippadu
and his faction  allegedly for anti-
party activities. But she retaliated by
launching JSS,  a political outfit
which forged alliance with the
Congress and became a part of the
UDF. 
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KOCHI: It turned out to be a black Tuesday in Kerala
as the State saw the passing away of two eminent per-
sons, KR Gowry (iconic Communist leader) and
Madambu Kunjikuttan, novelist, play right and actor of
repute. The day culminated with the department of health
confirming the death of 79 persons due to Covid-19. This
is the highest number of persons to die in a single day
since the pandemic was reported in the State in late
January 2020.

According to the Department of Health, 37, 290 per-
sons were diagnosed with Covid-19 during the 12 hours
ending 6 pm Tuesday. This took the Test Positivity Ratio
to 26.77. There were 4,23, 957 patients undergoing treat-
ment for Covid-19 in various hospitals across the State
which has been under lock down since Saturday last.

The unabated increase in the number of health work-
ers getting afflicted with Covid continued on Tuesday.
The State recorded 143 new health workers who were
contracted with the pandemic. As per the daily releas-
es issued by the Health Department, more than 100
health workers are getting afflicted with the pandemic.

The Kerala Government Medical Officers
Association in a letter to the Chief Minister on Monday
had expressed concern over the ever increasing num-
ber of health workers as this could lead to severe
human resources shortage in the Covid treatment hos-
pitals. PNS
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Ajoint team of security
forces on Tuesday elimi-

nated three more local terror-
ists belonging to the pro-
Pakistan Lashkar-e-Tayyeba
(LeT) terrorist outfit in 
the Kokernag area of Anantnag
district. So far eight terrorists
have been eliminated in three
different encounters since 
May 1. 

On May 4, two Lashkar-e-
Taiba (LeT) terrorists including
a foreign terrorist were elimi-
nated in Nathipora area of
Sopore in Baramulla district
while three local terrorists of
Al-Badr terror outfit were
gunned down in Kanigam area
of Shopian on May 6.

According to a police
spokesman, "the operation was
launched in the wee hours
around 4.00 a.m on the receipt
of  information about the pres-

ence of terrorists in one of the
houses in Village
Shiekhpora,Vailoo area of
Kokernag".

"During the search opera-
tion, as the presence of terror-
ists got ascertained they were
given an opportunity to sur-
render, however they fired
indiscriminately upon the joint
search party which was retali-

ated leading to an encounter".
The police spokesman said,

"the joint teams also rescued all
the civilians trapped in the
gunfire and halted the opera-
tion for the time to ensure safe-
ty and safe evacuation of peo-
ple from the area of gunfight".

After rescuing all the civil-
ians from the area, the opera-
tion was resumed and all the

terrorists were eliminated in the
ensuing encounter.

According to a police
spokesman the slain terrorists
have been identified as Ilyas
Ahmad Dar alias Sameer resi-
dent of Danwathpora
Kokernag, Ubaid Shafi alias
Abdullah resident of
Batamaloo Srinagar and Aqib
Ahmad Lone alias Sahil resi-
dent of Khandaypora 
Kulgam.

According to police
records, "terrorist Ubaid Shafi
was part of the terrorist group
involved in carrying out the
terrorist attack at Aaribagh
area of Nowgam Srinagar on
01/04/2021 in which one
Constable Rameez Ahmad
attained martyrdom".

Arms & ammunition
including 01 AK-47 rifle, 02
pistols and incriminating mate-
rials have also been recovered
from the site of encounter. 
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Atotal number of 65 patients
died due to Covid-19, 41

across Jammu and 24 in
Kashmir division on Tuesday
while 4,352 fresh cases of coro-
navirus were detected taking
the tally of active positive cases
beyond 50,000 across the 
Union Territory of Jammu &
Kashmir.

Since May 1, over 40,000
cases have been detected while
565 patients have died taking
the tally of deaths to 2,847.

According to the media
bulletin out of 4,352 new pos-
itive cases of novel coronavirus,
1,708 were reported from
Jammu division and 2,644 from
Kashmir division.

Moreover, 3,537 more
Covid-19 patients have recov-
ered and discharged from var-
ious hospitals including 1,275
from Jammu Division and
2,262 from Kashmir 
Division.

Meanwhile, Lieutenant
Governor Manoj Sinha on
Tuesday announced a slew of
measures to mitigate the suf-
fering of families who have lost
their loved ones to Covid-19
pandemic.

The Lt Governor said,
senior citizens who have lost
only earning members of the

family will be provided special
pension for life while children,
who have lost their parents to
this calamity, will be provided
with special scholarship by the
Government.

“Many of our near and
dear ones have left us untime-
ly due to Covid-19. The
Government has decided to
reach out to each and every
such family and they will be
provided with financial assis-
tance for self-employment by
the Jammu & Kashmir Bank,”
the Lt Governor said.

The Lt Governor also
observed that the global pan-
demic has rendered thousands
of daily workers jobless. “The
Government has decided to
provide �1,000 per month to all
registered construction work-
ers, ponywalas, palkiwalas,
pithuwalas for the next two
months”, maintained the Lt
Governor.

The Government is also
adopting other mitigation
strategies and all concerned
officers have been directed to
ensure the supply of ration to all
ration card holders on priority.
Installments of social welfare
schemes like old-age pension,
Laadli Beti etc and PMAY,
MGNREGA, and other welfare
schemes will be released imme-
diately," the Lt Governor further
added.

Aligarh (UP): Another senior doctor at AMU's
medical college died from coronavirus on Tuesday,
taking the number of deaths from Covid and
Covid-like symptoms among serving and retired
faculty members of the university to at least 35,
an official said.

Prof Shoaib Zaheer (56) is the second senior
faculty member from the Department of Medicine
at Jawaharlal Nehru Medical College of Aligarh
Muslim University (AMU), who has died from the
infection.  Last week, the head of department, Prof
Shadaab Khan, too had succumbed to it. He was
Professor Zaheer's brother-in-law.

Professor Zaheer has died just days after AMU
Vice-Chancellor Tariq Mansoor shot off a letter
to the Indian Council of Medical Research
(ICMR), urging it to study if a particular coron-
avirus variant is circulating around the 
campus.
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Within a week after the Supreme
Court declared the Maratha

reservations as “unconstitutional”,
the Maharashtra Government has
urged President Ram Nath Kovind
and Prime Minister Narendra Modi
to declare the Maratha community
in the State as “Socially and
Educationally Backward Classes”
(SEBC), enabling it enjoy reserva-
tions in education and public
employment to an extent of 12 per
cent and 13 per cent respectively.

In identical letters written to
President Kovind and Prime
Minister Modi, on Monday,
Maharashtra Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray stated that though the
State Government was of the opin-
ion that despite 102nd Constitutional
amendment, it continued to enjoy
power, authority and jurisdiction to
identify Maratha community as the
SEBC.

“However, at this stage, such
understanding pales into insignifi-

cance, in view of the authoritative
pronouncement made by the Hon.
Supreme Court,” he said.

“As a consequence of the major-
ity view of Hon’ ble Supreme Court,
it is the President i.e the Union
Government alone, which can iden-
tify and notify the Maratha com-
munity of state as SEBC, enabling it
to enjoy reservations in education
and public employment,” Uddhav
stated.

“This is therefore, to earnestly
request you that appropriate steps be
taken, albeit in accordance in law,
declared by the Hon’ ble Supreme
Court, to identify and declare
Maratha community of my State as
SEBC to enable them to claim the
reservation in Education and Public
Employment, at least 12 per cent and
13 per cent respectively,” the Chief
Minister said, adding that the State
Government would endeavour to the
Centre’s hands in undertaking such
an exercise.

On May 5, a five-judge
Constitution Bench of the Supreme

Court - headed by Justice Ashok
Bhushan – had declared the Maratha
reservations as “unconstitutional” on
the ground that there was no “excep-
tional circumstances” or “extraordi-
nary situation” in Maharashtra
which required the Maharashtra
Government to break the 50% ceil-
ing limit to bestow quota benefits on
the Maratha community.

The apex court also struck down
the findings of the Justice N.G.
Gaikwad Commission which led to
the enactment of Maratha quota law
and set aside the Bombay High
Court judgment which validated the
Maharashtra State Reservation for
Socially and Educationally Backward
Classes (SEBC) Act of 2018.  

The Supreme Court also held the
Bombay High Court’s June 27, 2019
order  directing the Maharashtra
government to bring down the
quantum of the approved reserva-
tions recommended by the Gaikwad
Commission from 16 per cent to 12
per cent in educational institutions
and 13 per cent in Government jobs.

The apex court also held that a sep-
arate reservation for the Maratha
community violates Articles 14
(right to equality) and 21 (due
process of law). 

It may be recalled that on
November 14, 2014, the Bombay
High Court had stayed an ordinance
promulgated by the previous
Congress-led DF Government ahead
of the October 2014 State Assembly
polls extending 16 per cent reserva-
tions to Marathas and five per cent
to Muslims, saying that they were not
in conformity with the law laid down
by the Supreme Court in three
cases.  However, a HC bench, head-
ed by the then Chief Justice Mohit
Shah, had subsequently allowed
reservations to Muslims in educa-
tional institutions, on the ground at
that their educational achievements
were "abysmally low" and that there
was a need to draw them into the
"mainstream of secular education".

On its part, the BJP-led saffron
alliance government – which came
to power after the October 2014

Assembly polls --subsequently
moved the apex court challenging
the stay granted by the high court on
an ordinance promulgated by the
previous Congress-led DF govern-
ment. 

However, the Supreme Court
rejected the State Government’s
petition. The matter came back to
the high court after advocate Vikas
Patil filed an intervention petition in
the Supreme Court on the issue.. The
apex court directed the high court to
hear the bunch of petitions pending
before it.

Following a massive agitation
demanding Maratha reservations
launched by Maratha Kranti Sena
(MKS) which 0rganised 58 mam-
moth silent morchas across the state
in 2017 and 2018, both the Houses
of the Maharashtra Legislature had
on November 29, 2018 passed a bill
according reservations 16 per cent
reservations in education and gov-
ernment jobs to the Maratha com-
munity in the state, thus paving way
for enactment of a law.
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The Special Investigation
Team of the CID probing

the Sitalkuchi firing case is like-
ly to move court to secure the
appearance of six Central
Industrial Security Force per-
sonnel after they failed to  turn
up for interrogation on
Tuesday, relevant sources said.

The new Mamata Banerjee
Government had formed the
SIT soon after returning to
power with a thumping major-
ity. The new Government also
suspended Cooch Behar SP
Debashis Dhar to facilitate the
investigations. 

Dhar had submitted a
report to the Election
Commission saying about 300
people had attacked the stated

booth leading the central forces
to open fire.

The Election Commission
after conducting a preliminary
inquiry into the proceedings
had said that the firing was
resorted to under a justifying
condition.

Four persons had died
when the CISF opened fire at
an alleged crowd of attackers
outside a polling booth — in
the fourth phase of Bengal
Assembly elections— at
Sitalkuchi in Mathabhanga
sub-division of Cooch Behar
district bordering Assam in
North Bengal.

The SIT led by a DIG level
officer had summoned an
Assistant Commandant, an
Inspector and four other per-
sonnel of the CISF. The respon-

dents did not appear before the
investigators after State police
turned down a CISF request to
appear digitally citing pan-
demic situation, sources
said.

“A petition seeking court
order directing the respon-
dents to appear before the
investigating team is not ruled
out,” sources in the CID said.

The SIT on Tuesday sub-
jected sub-inspector Gobinda
Das— who was among the first
to reach the area after the fir-
ing — to a marathon grilling.
It has also summoned Sub-divi-
sional Police Officer of
Mathabhanga Surajit Mandal
on Wednesday. The then SP

Dhar is also likely to be sum-
moned soon, sources said. The
officials are likely to be asked
as to who ordered the firing,
what they saw prima facie after
visiting the site and whether
they had formed any opinion
about who provoked the firing. 

They are also likely to be
asked as to whether any alter-
native measures could have
been taken instead of resorting
to firing, officials said. 

The Chief Minister had
earlier wondered “why the
CISF had resorted to firing in
the first instance and why they
did not target the victims below
their wastes and why most of
the bullets were fired through

the chest or head of the vic-
tims.”

Meanwhile the State BJP
leadership once again accused
Banerjee for her appeasement
politics saying, “instead of tak-
ing steps to control post-poll
violence which is taking com-
munal turn she is indulging in
petty appeasement politics.” 

Saying that “the truth will
finally come out despite her
efforts to implicate the central
forces,” a BJP MLA said “she is
trying to hit two birds in a shot
… first she is trying to inspire
the criminals of her party by
ordering a probe in their favour
and more importantly she is
trying to demoralize the central
forces so that they hesitate to
take strong action in subse-
quent elections.”
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With the post-poll situation
continuing to simmer in

Bengal the Centre has decided to
provide security cover to all the 77
the BJP MLAs of the State. The
security cover will be provided by
the jawans of the Central Industrial
Security Force and Central Reserve
Police Force, sources said.

The decision to provide central
security cover to the BJP MLAs
comes in the backdrop of prelimi-
nary report submitted by a team of
Union Home Ministry officials, vis-
iting Bengal to inquire into the
reports of post poll violence. Similar
reports have been obtained from
the other central agencies report-
ing on Bengal, sources said adding
most of the Legislators would be
provided, ‘X’ ‘Y’ and ‘’Z’ category
security. 

According to sources the ‘X’
category security would be pro-

vided to 61 MLAs while the
remaining others would be covered
by ‘Y’ category security. Opposition
Leader Suvendu Adhikari and for-
mer Railway Minister Mukul Roy
who are already under central
security covered would continue to
get ‘Z’ category security, sources
said.

When asked to comment on
the decision taken by the Central
Government a Bengal Minister
said, “there is always a provision to
provide security to the MLAs but
if they decide to protect their own
MLAs what can we say … that is
their decision … but before taking
such decisions they should remem-
ber that law and order is a State sub-
ject.”

Incidentally Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee had opted for a
security cover provided by the
Railway Protection Force when
she first assumed power in Bengal
in 2011.
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Invoking Article 311(2) (B) of  the
Constitution of India, the

Maharashtra Government has dis-
missed  the suspended controver-
sial police officer Sachin Vaze, who
is the prime accused in the twin
cases of explosive-laden SUV near
industrialist Mukesh Ambani’s res-
idence and subsequent alleged mur-
der of businessman Mansukh
Hiran, from the service.

Mumbai Police Commissioner
Hemant Nagrale on Tuesday issued
the order dismissing Vaze. “The
order was issued today under the
provisions of Section 311 (2) (B) of
Constitution of India by the
Commissioner of Police, Greater

Mumbai,” the Mumbai police said
in a statement issued on Tuesday.

Forty-nine-year Vaze is cur-
rently in judicial custody in con-
nection with the twin sensational
cases.

Vaze was an Assistant Police
Inspector of the Mumbai Police
attached to the Crime Intelligence
Unit of the Crime Branch-CID.

However, in the wake of the SUV
planting case, he was transferred to
the Special Branch and then attached
to the Citizen Facilitation Centre.

Vaze, who was the first accused
to have been arrested by the NIA on
March 13 five days after it registered
an FIR in the explosive-laden SUV
recovery case, was earlier suspend-
ed from the service by the

Maharashtra Government on the
same day.

Vaze, who was arrested on
March 13 in connection with the
gelatine sticks laden Scorpion
recovery case, was earlier booked
under sections 120 (B) (criminal
conspiracy) 286 (negligent conduct
with respect to explosive sub-
stance), 465 (forgery) 473 (making
or possessing counterfeit seal) and
506 -2 (criminal intimidation) of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC) and 4
(a)(b)(i) of the Explosive Substances
Act, 1908.

Vaze was subsequently booked
under sections 16 (Punishment for
Terror act) and 18 (Punishment for
conspiracy etc) of the stringent
Unlawful Activities Prevention Act

(UAPA). Vaze was subsequently
named as a prime accused in the
case involving the alleged murder
of Thane-based businessman
Mansukh Hiran. It may be recalled
that the police had recovered 20
gelatin sticks and a letter were
recovered from what was later
described as Mahindra Scorpio
that was found abandoned in the
vicinity of Mukesh Ambani’s 27-
storey residence “Antilia” on
Carmichael Road in south Mumbai
on February 25.

After joining the State police
force in 1990 as a Sub-Inspector,
Vaze was initially posted in the
Naxalite-infested Gadchiroli dis-
trict. Later on he was posted in
Thane.

New Delhi: The National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC) on Tuesday urged Centre
and States for universal coverage and non-dis-
criminatory pricing of Covid vaccines. The
NHRC also said that if feasible vaccination can
be made free. 

The Commission also asked Governments
to put their acts together in order to meet the
immediacy of response by setting up univer-
sally functional Covid-19 dashboards for real
time information in public domain on the avail-
ability of hospital beds, oxygen, critical care
medicines and devices. It has also asked for set-
ting up 24X7 functional toll-free help lines and
fixing the prices of Covid treatment resources. 

“There should be universal coverage and
non-discriminatory pricing of Covid vaccines
in all health facilities of the country, and if fea-
sible, vaccination should be made free for every-
one irrespective of private or public health
establishment along with adequate testing
facilities for Covid-19 and timely reports,” said
NHRC in its communication to Centre and
States. 

The Commission reiterated the Centre and
States to adhere to its seven page advisory issued
on May 4 regarding availability of hospital infra-
structure including oxygen and medicines, real
time information through dashboards, afford-
ability, accessibility and pricing of treatments
etc. The Human Rights Commission also
urged the Centre and States on improved man-
agement of crematoriums and burial grounds,
usage of electric crematorium and App based
interventions to be promoted. 

“The protection of Rights of Covid war-
riors engaged should be ensured and the body
of a deceased Covid patient should betreated
with dignity and handed over to the family
ensuring all Covid protocols,” said the 
NHRC. PNS
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and in openly siding with
India at multilateral forums.

Beyond the visible optics,
France was the only western
power to support India after
the latter conducted the
nuclear tests in 1998 and was
instrumental in facilitating
India’s entry into the non-pro-
liferation regimes of Missile
Technology Control Regime
(MTCR), Wassenaar
Arrangement and the
Australia Group. In reciprocal
bonhomie, Delhi took an
unusually assertive stand to
condemn Turkish President
Recep Erdogan’s (Pakistan’s
closest ally along with China)
diatribe against French
President Emmanuel Macron,
after the French leader had
openly called out “Islamist
separatism” in the case of
beheading a French school
teacher. India’s Ministry of
External Affairs explicitly stat-
ed: “We strongly deplore the
personal attacks in unaccept-
able language on President
Emmanuel Macron in viola-
tion of the most basic stan-
dards of international dis-
course.”

Meanwhile, Pakistan’s
patented double standards on
religious extremism, dangerous
dalliances and co-option of the
clerical lot allowed for the

dangerous drift towards mor-
phing the French beheading
incident, into a uncompromis-
able ummah issue, triggering
calls for the boycott of French
products and expelling the
French ambassador from
Pakistan. Continuing to play to
the electoral gallery simultane-
ously, Pakistan’s Prime Minister
Imran Khan kept reiterating
and reminding that no one had
done more than him in inter-
nationalising the issue of blas-
phemy — this whilst dealing
with a supposedly “terrorist”
organisation with a violent
position and dubious track
record on “blasphemy” in
Pakistan. Despite Imran’s pos-
tured moderation and claims of
progressive outlook, he had
willingly dropped renowned
Princeton economist Atif Mian
from his Economic Advisory
Council under pressure from
the likes of the TLP, owing to
Atif ’s belonging to the
Ahmadiyya faith.

France is moving in an
exact opposite direction with
counter-accusations of
weaponising its famed policy of
segregating the State and reli-
gion, a secular ideology known
as Laicite. A new law called
“Strengthening Respect for
Republican Principles” has
been introduced in the wake of

recurring Islamist violence to
“free Islam in France from for-
eign influences”! Many accuse
the same for right-wing pop-
ulism with an electoral intent
that will further the divide, sus-
picion and marginalisation of
the minority community and
the French State. The fact is
that the right-wing parties led
by Le Pen have gained enough
traction to threaten Macron
and, therefore, his competitive
‘right-wing’ stand have more to
do with winning the next elec-
tions as opposed to concerns
on dealing with extremism or
personal conviction in free
speech. It is this pandering,
invocation and inflaming of the
basest instinct of the masses
that vitiates the popular emo-
tions towards revisionism and
“othering”, be it in Paris or in
Islamabad. That the intrinsical-
ly liberal French sensibilities
will militate culturally with
the conservative moorings of
a society like Pakistan is a
given, yet it need not spiral to
the violent extent that it has,
only if the political leaderships
didn’t play emotions selective-
ly, in both countries.

(The writer, a military vet-
eran, is a former Lt Governor of
Andaman & Nicobar Islands
and Puducherry. The views
expressed are personal.)
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The difference in the gov-
ernance impulses and
compulsions between
the Fifth Republic, ie

France, and the ostensible “land
of the pure”, ie Pakistan, could
not be more glaring. Like all
nations who have a mixed bag
of heroes and villains to define
its preferred narrative — France
chose intellectual liberals likes
Montesquieu, Voltaire and
Rousseau, whereas Pakistan has
seemingly come under the
irrefutable grip of illiberal like
Mumtaz Qadri, Saad Hussain
Rizvi and the likes of Baitullah
Mehsuds. Genealogically also,
La France espoused Liberte,
Egalite, Fraternite (Liberty,
Equality, Fraternity) whereas
Pakistan invoked Iman, Ittihad,
Nazam (Faith, Unity,
Discipline), and the religiosity in
the latter has only increased over
time. It was only a matter of time
before the sovereign sensibilities
clashed directly, as they recent-
ly did, with the ensuing protest
by the ultra-religious Tehreek-e-
Labaik Pakistan (TLP) which is
protesting France’s views on the
freedom of speech, radical Islam
and blasphemy and, therefore,
seeking the expulsion of the
French ambassador.

The history of the two unlike
nations had been surprisingly
robust, despite their foundation-
al and fundamental anchorages
though, in recent times, the
crevices have sharply widened.
The Pakistan Air Force had been
France’s largest aerospace cus-
tomer, having got Mirage fight-
er aircraft, Exocet missiles, recon-
naissance and civil aircraft,
whereas the Pakistani Navy had
ordered the Daphne-class and
Agosta-class submarines — as
also agreements to transfer civil-
ian nuclear technology. But the
recent strategic-bind in the Indo-
French realm (including the
much-bandied Rafale fighters)
has led to a definitive shift in the
French preferences. But it did not
go unnoticed across the restive
Line of Control (LoC), especial-
ly since France also took a par-
ticularly hard line on terror
(owing to its own unrest with
Islamist extremism and violence)
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Sir — A frustrated Centre has justified the
differential COVID vaccine pricing, telling
the Supreme Court that the three-slab “lib-
eralised, market-driven” rates for the Centre,
States and private hospitals will incentivise
demand, lead to higher production, compe-
tition and attract overseas investors.

In my view, however, the claim is with-
out any evidence or rationale. Why is the
Centre procuring the vaccines at one rate and
the States have to buy the same vaccines for
double the price or more? The Centre sub-
mitted in the Supreme Court that judicial
intervention on the issue may have serious
consequences. “Any overzealous, though
well-meaning, judicial intervention may lead
to unforeseen and unintended consequences
in the absence of any expert advice,” the
Centre told the top court, adding that in such
a “grave and unprecedented” crisis, the “wis-
dom of the Executive should be trusted”. The
Serum Institute of India, which is produc-
ing Covishield, is selling it to the Centre for
�150 a shot. But the State Governments are
paying �300 a shot, and private hospitals have
to shell out �600 per vaccine. Bharat Biotech,
which is also selling each shot of Covaxin
to the Centre for �150, is charging the States
�400 a dose while the private hospitals have
to cough up �1,200 for each dose. With this,
the Centre has not been able to justify the
vaccine pricing.

Bhagwan Thadani | Mumbai

�	�������	�����
Sir — This refers to the editorial, ‘Hope floats”
(May 11). There is no doubt that the
regional parties have performed well in the
latest Assembly elections. At the same time,
the BJP hasn’t ceded any political space to
its opponents. Rather, it is the demolition of
the remaining vestiges of the Congress’ abil-
ity to present itself as a viable alternative to
the BJP. The BJP’s defeat in West Bengal
seems spectacular because of the hype its
leadership had created over its poll prospects.
Minus the hype, the party’s performance is
alright. Over the last five years, its vote share
has climbed from 10 per cent to 38 per cent;
it has replaced the Congress and the Left as

the principal Opposition party and set the
political agenda for the State.

In Kerala, too, the BJP has changed the
societal discourse, forcing the CPI(M) to
repent its stand on women entering the
Sabarimala shrine and emboldening a can-
didate in one constituency to declare that he
did not want Muslims to vote for him. The
party has also wrested Puducherry from the
Congress.In this context, it would be prema-
ture to speak about the possibilities in 2024.
Importantly, the third front experiments in
the past have resulted in chaos and disasters.
The consensus on leadership is a mirage and
it instantly collides with the Congress’ ambi-
tion of being the primary Opposition force.

N Sadhasiva Reddy | Bengaluru

������	�	������	������	��	�����
Sir — The ongoing pandemic has exposed
to the world the extent of India’s poor sys-

tems, be it healthcare or cremation grounds.
The people have already paid a heavy price
for the Government’s poor preparedness to
tackle the second wave. But even if the
Government can’t provide a decent life to
its citizens, a decent cremation is not too
much to expect or ask for.

For the Government, there is no
dearth of funds for wrong priorities such
as building statues, the Prime Minister’s
residence and a new Parliament building.
But there’s no money to be seen for free
universal vaccination programme. India
currently holds a whopping forex of $580
billion but its citizens are dying on the
streets for want of hospital beds, oxygen
or medicine.

Girish R Edathitta  | Kerala
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Agrovoltaics (or Agrophotovoltaic),
despite its recent resurgence, is
not a new concept. Designed in

1981, Agrovoltaics is a sustainable tech-
nique where the same patch of land is
used for both farming as well as produc-
tion of electricity from solar panels.
Conventionally, we believe that land can
only be used for a single purpose; for
instance, farmers would, ordinarily, have
to choose between energy generation or
farming but agrovoltaics maximizes
land efficiency by co-developing solar
and agriculture together on the same
piece of land.

For a country like India, where agri-
cultural products and practices dominate
a major chunk of the national economy,
innovative synergic models like agro-
voltaics can be practiced to increase
agricultural land productivity. In addition,
it will also cater to the nation’s target of
making a big push for renewables through
solar, expecting to increase its renewable
energy capacity from 380 GW to 450 GW
by 2030, about 60 per cent of India’s total
energy capacity.

How does Agrovoltaics work?
French scient ists  found that

Agrovoltaic systems increase global land
productivity from 35 to 73 percent.
Likewise, German research revealed
that overall efficiency was increased by
60 per cent. 

For one year, the pilot project used
720 bi-facial solar modules covering
one-third of a hectare, mounted high
enough that crops received almost the
same amount of sunlight as under natur-
al growing conditions. The system costs
as much as a small solar roof system while
crop production is sufficiently high and
can be profitably sold on the market.

Agrovoltaics system increases the
efficiency of energy production as solar
panels are inherently sensitive to temper-
ature, they warm up faster. But the crops
cultivated underneath the photovoltaic
(PV) panels emit water through their nat-
ural process of transpiration, reducing the
panels’ temperature, thus, increasing
their efficiency. 

Similar efficiency gains are seen in
cultivation, it is observed that cultivation
under PV arrays provided greater temper-
ature stability and more atmospheric
moisture — effectively creating microcli-
mates conducive for growth. 

Agrovoltaics in India
Early experiments in India found that

agrovoltaics can potentially increase the
overall value of grape farms more than 15
times as compared to conventional farm-
ing while maintaining the same grape
production. 

If this dual use of land is implement-
ed nationwide, it can make a significant
impact by generating over 16,000 GWh
of electricity, which has the potential of
meeting the energy demands of more

than 15 million people. 
Numerous small-scale exper-

iments in agrovoltaics have mush-
roomed across the country, par-
ticularly in Gujarat and Uttar
Pradesh, with some generating up
to 3MW. These programs still
require a full cost-benefit analy-
sis and rigorous monitoring to
understand the impact on crop
growth, power generation — and
the viability of feasibly scaling
these programmes. 

However, this also has a chal-
lenging side — As India pushes
forward to achieve its renewable
energy targets, the rights and
concerns of small and margin-
alised farmers across India face a
new threat. 

Many cases of land acquisi-
tion and displacement are picking
up pace in the country. According
to recent reports from Assam,
where the vi l lagers  f rom
Amdanga village, who form a part
of Mikir Bamuni Grant cluster of
villages in Nagaon district, claim
that a ‘Green Energy Plant’ is bull-
dozing the rights and claims of
marginal farmers.

However, displacing vulnera-
ble and marginal farmers with
minimal compensation, in an

already climate-vulnerable region,
will only reduce the rural capac-
ity to deal with climate chal-
lenges all the while offering no
guarantee that solar power will
contribute to their resilience in the
face of global risk. 

Assam ranks among the five
least climate-resilient States in
India’s Climate Vulnerability
Assessment report, 2021, with
rural poverty and marginal farm-
ing ranking among the top reasons
for this vulnerability. A decarbon-
isation transition is needed, but
only if it can equitably build cli-
mate resilience cross-sectionally
from urban centers to rural, mar-
ginal farmers. 

Polic y framework for 
agrovoltaics

Year-wise national targets for
scaling agrovoltaics in India must
be defined, coupled with pilot pro-
jects to sensitise stakeholders. 

The explicit  mention of
Agrivoltaics is necessary for any
law, scheme, or policy when cul-
tivable land is used with PV. An
agrivoltaic system could be desig-
nated in the land use plan as a
“special area for agrivoltaics”. 

A prerequisite of a minimum
of 80 per cent of the total surface

to be available and used for agri-
cultural purposes can be set in
place to ensure that the farmer or
landowner continues to receive the
agricultural subsidy allocated to
the area in which case statistical-
ly the area does not count as
sealed. The improvement of liveli-
hoods of the partnering farmers
must be prioritised. 

As a model, agrivoltaics recon-
ciles the need to decarbonize
India’s energy production sys-
tems, while minimizing land con-
flicts, especially with small and
marginal farmers at greater risk of
eviction for solar expansion. 

It can also be a tool to create
sustainable rural electrification
in viable landscapes and build
solar micro-entrepreneurship
among rural communities. 

This, in turn, would augment
their agricultural incomes with
renewable energy incomes which
they can package and sell to the
government or distribution firms.
It is an opportunity to explore
routes to rural development that
protect farmer incomes while cre-
ating entrepreneurship opportuni-
ties, build renewables into electri-
fication and benefit people across
all levels.
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The recent spurt of polit-
ical violence in West
Bengal following the

election results, allegedly per-
petrated by the ‘karyakartas’
[party workers] of Trinamool
Congress (TMC), is the latest
in a series of recurring events
of such violence in the
state.There have been allega-
tions that the state government,
run by the winning party TMC,
and the police administration,
have turned a blind eye to it.Is
the recent political violence a
deviation from established pat-
tern of governance in West
Bengal?Has the state leadership
addressed the issue? Will the
newly elected government be
able to protect the democratic
space in the state?

The history of West Bengal
is replete with instances of
political violence. According to
a report in India Today on May
16, 2019, between 1999 and
2016, West Bengal witnessed

365 politically motivated mur-
ders.That tradition has grown
from strength to strength since,
irrespective of the party in
power.Not long ago, the Left
Front government in West
Bengal chose to remain silent
about instances of political vio-
lence which ultimately led to its
downfall in the State Assembly
elections.With the popular sup-
port of the Left Front waning
in West Bengal, it did not hes-
itate to use police force to sup-
press any form of resistance. As
a result, criminalization and
politicization became the order
of the day.Consequently, the
TMC came to power by defeat-
ing the Left which ruled the
state for the longest period of
time.However, today, the TMC
and its party workers seem to
be emulating the Left approach
by ignoring the recent post-poll
violence.

As per facts and figures this
is not the first time that the

TMC has been lax in tackling
violence in the state. Incidents
of violence have been on the
rise under the TMC pre and
post elections. According to a
report of National Crime
Record Bureau (NCRB), 2019,
in the pre-election period, West
Bengal saw the maximum
number of political murders in
the country under the TMC
rule. Interestingly, and as stat-
ed in the NCRB’s report, “the
number is likely to increase
after the state submits the
revised numbers”.

Violence paved its way
during the 2016 West Bengal
Assembly elections with TMC
party workers allegedly
involved in such violence.
Similarly, and as reported in the
media, in the run up to the
recent state assembly
elections,several BJP workers
had been killed by the TMC
workers for joining the BJP.
Even prior to the elections, ver-

bal confrontations were report-
ed between TMC karyakartas
and BJP leaders including party
president JP Nadda and gener-
al secretary Kailash
Vijayvargiya. In post- election
phase,and more recently, the
convoy of the minister of state
for external affairs, V
Murleedharan, was attacked
in West Midnapore. The min-
ister has blamed the TMC
workers for the attack.

The above facts and fig-

ures testify to the criminalisa-
tion of the public domain
under the patronage of the
state and partisan police force
in the state of West Bengal.The
criminalization of politics,
which has seeped in West
Bengal because of the pro-
longed political violence, has
diminished the scope of dis-
sent and differences. The foun-
dation of democracy is built
on voice of dissent and
respecting differences of views
and opinions, irrespective of
ideologies. 

A corollary to this princi-
ple is the fact that expression
of dissent and differences is
both a right and duty.  While
everyone enjoys the right to
dissent and expression of dif-
ferences in a democracy, it also
enjoins on the citizens a duty
to ensure that any actions to
exercise these rights are peace-
ful in nature.In contrast, if the
voice of differences is

expressed through violent
means, be it the party in
power or in opposition, then
it is the duty of the govern-
ment in power to undertake all
possible measures to prevent
the violent acts so as to protect
the very edifice of democracy.

Being the largest democ-
racy in the world, it is also
important that multiple per-
spectives and ideological
moorings must be appreciat-
ed and accommodated. The
onus also lies with the leader-
ship, both at the central and
state levels, to comprehend
two basic aspects of democra-
cy. First, democracy is a system
of governance in which the
supreme power is vested in the
people and which is exercised
by them directly or indirectly
through free and fair elections
held periodically. This means
that any party can come to
power or voted out through
periodic elections. Second, it

is also a system where each
one gets right to express
his/her views and participates
in all desired activities provid-
ed these are peaceful in nature.
Implied, any form of expres-
sion of dissent cannot amount
to violent public actions,
including over election results
perpetrated by the workers of
the ruling party. 

The failure of the
Government to address the
recent pre- and post-poll vio-
lence allegedly resorted to by
the ruling party workers estab-
lishes that there is no deviation
from the established pattern of
[mis]governance in West
Bengal. Considering that the
state leadership has miserably
failed to address the challenge
of political violence so far, the
willingness of the newly elect-
ed Mamata Banerjee
Government to uphold the
democratic space in the state
appears to be bleak.
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China's population grew by
0.53 per cent to reach

1.41178 billion, up from 1.4 bil-
lion in 2019, keeping its status
as the world's most populous
country, but the numbers are
expected to decline from early
next year, leading to labour
shortages and a fall in con-
sumption levels.

According to the seventh
national population census
released by the Chinese gov-
ernment on Tuesday, China's
population in all the 31
provinces, autonomous
regions, and municipalities
reached 1.41178 billion. The
figures do not include Hong
Kong and Macao.

Significantly, according to
the data released by the
National Bureau of Statistics
(NBS), the new census figures
reveal that the demographic cri-
sis China faced was expected to
deepen as the population above
60 years grew to 264 million, up
by 18.7 per cent last year.

“The further ageing of the
population imposed contin-
ued pressure on the long-term
balanced development of the
population in the coming peri-
od,” the NBS statement said.

The proportion of people
aged between 15 and 59 was
894 million, down by 6.79 per-
centage points from that in the
2010 census.

The growth rate of the
population was 0.53 per cent
annually on average in the 7th
census conducted last year in
comparison to 0.57 per cent in
the 6th census in 2010 and 1.07
per cent in the fifth census held
in 2000.

The highest growth of
China's population of 2.1 per
cent was registered in the cen-
sus survey held in 1982 after
which the population contin-
ued to decline at a steady pace,
which officials blamed on the
decades-old one-child policy
pursued by the ruling
Communist Party of China
(CPC) to check the population
growth and keep it under a
manageable level.

"Data shows that China's
population has continued to
maintain slow growth in the
past decade," said Ning Jizhe,
head of the NBS. The birth
rates continued to fall as
Chinese mothers gave birth to
12 million babies last year,
down from 14.65 million in
2019, marking a 22 per cent
decline year on year.

The gender ratio of China's
population also declined to
105.07 males to 100 females
compared to 105.2 in 2010.
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After Myanmar's military
seized power by ousting the

elected Government of Aung San
Suu Kyi, they couldn't even make
the trains run on time: State rail-
way workers were among the ear-
liest organised opponents of the
February takeover, and they went
on strike.

Health workers who
founded the civil disobedience
movement against military rule
stopped staffing government
medical facilities. Many civil
servants were no-shows at
work, along with employees of
government and private banks.

Universities became
hotbeds of resistance, and in
recent weeks, education at the
primary and secondary levels
has begun to collapse as teach-
ers, students and parents boy-
cott state schools.

One hundred days after their
takeover, Myanmar's ruling gen-
erals maintain just the pretense
of control. The illusion is sus-
tained mainly by its partially suc-
cessful efforts to shut down inde-
pendent media and to keep the
streets clear of large demonstra-
tions by employing lethal force.

More than 750 protesters
and bystanders have been killed
by security forces, according to
detailed independent tallies.

“The junta might like peo-
ple to think that things are
going back to normal because
they are not killing as many
people as they were before and
there weren't as many people
on the streets as before, but...
The feeling we are getting from
talking to people on the ground
is that definitely the resistance
has not yet subsided,” said

Thin Lei Win, a journalist now
based in Rome who helped
found the Myanmar Now
online news service in 2015.

She says the main change
is that dissent is no longer as
visible as in the early days of the
protests — before security
forces began using live ammu-
nition — when marches and
rallies in major cities and towns

could easily draw tens of thou-
sands of people.

At the same time, said
David Mathieson, an indepen-
dent analyst who has been
working on Myanmar issues for
over 20 years, “Because of the
very violent pacification of
those protests, a lot of people
are willing to become more vio-
lent." 
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Israel unleashed new
airstrikes on Gaza early on

Tuesday, hitting the high-rise
home of a Hamas field com-
mander and two border tun-
nels dug by militants, as Hamas
and other armed groups fired
dozens of rockets toward Israel.

It was an escalation
sparked by weeks of tensions in
contested Jerusalem.

Since sundown Monday
when the cross-border fighting
erupted, 24 Palestinians --
including nine children  --
were killed in Gaza, most by
airstrikes, Gaza health offi-
cials said. The Israeli military
said 15 of the dead were mili-
tants. During the same period,
Gaza militants fired more than
200 rockets toward Israel, injur-
ing six Israeli civilians.

This was preceded by hours
of clashes Monday between
Palestinians and Israeli securi-
ty forces, mainly in Jerusalem
but also across the West Bank.
More than 700 Palestinians
were hurt, including nearly 500
who were treated at hospitals.

The current violence, like
previous rounds, was fueled by
conflicting claims over
Jerusalem, home to major holy
sites of Islam, Judaism and
Christianity. The rival nation-
al and religious narratives of
Israelis and Palestinians are
rooted in the city, making it the

emotional core of their long
conflict.

In the past, cross-border
fighting between Israel and
Hamas, the group that rules
Gaza, would typically end after
a few days, often helped by
behind-the-scenes mediation
by Qatar, Egypt and others. It
was not clear if that trajectory
would be repeated this time.

Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu warned
Monday that fighting could
“continue for some time”. Lt Col
Jonathan Conricus, an Israeli
military spokesman, told
reporters Tuesday that the mil-
itary was in “the early stages”
of strikes against Gaza targets
it had planned well in advance.

The escalation comes at a
time of political limbo in Israel.

Netanyahu has been acting
as a caretaker prime minister
since an inconclusive parlia-
ment election in March. He
tried and failed to form a coali-
tion government with his hard-
line and ultra-Orthodox allies,
and the task was handed to his
sworn political rivals last week.

One of those rivals is
Israel's defence minister who is
overseeing the Gaza campaign.
It is not clear if and to what
extent the toxic political atmos-
phere is spilling over into mil-
itary decision-making, though
the rival camps have unani-
mously expressed support for
striking Hamas hard.
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Hit by a cyberattack, the
operator of a major US

fuel pipeline said it hopes to
have services mostly restored
by the end of the week as the
FBI and administration officials
identified the culprits as a gang
of criminal hackers.

US officials sought to
soothe concerns about price
spikes or damage to the econ-
omy by stressing that the fuel
supply had so far not experi-
enced widespread disruptions,
and the company said on
Monday that it was working
toward “substantially restoring
operational service” by the
weekend.

The White House said in a
statement late Monday that it
was monitoring supply short-
ages in parts of the Southeast
and that President Joe Biden
had directed federal 
agencies to bring their
resources to bear.

Colonial Pipeline, which
delivers about 45% of the fuel
consumed on the East Coast,
halted operations last week
after revealing a ransomware
attack that it said had affected
some of its systems.

Nonetheless, the attack

underscored the vulnerabilities
of the nation's energy sector
and other critical industries
whose infrastructure is largely
privately owned. Ransomware
attacks are typically carried
out by criminal hackers who
scramble data, paralyzing vic-
tim networks, and demand
large payments to decrypt it.

The Colonial attack was a
potent reminder of the real-
world implications of the bur-
geoning threat. Even as the
Biden administration works
to confront organized hacking
campaigns sponsored by for-
eign governments, it must still
contend with difficult-to-pre-
vent attacks from cybercrimi-
nals.

"We need to invest to safe-
guard our critical infrastruc-
ture,” Biden said on Monday.
Energy Secretary Jennifer
Granholm said the attack “tells
you how utterly vulnerable we
are” to cyberattacks on U.S.
Infrastructure.

The attack came as the
administration, still grappling
with its response to massive
breaches by Russia of federal
agencies and private corpora-
tions, works on an executive
order aimed at bolstering
cybersecurity defenses.
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Three senior journalists
working for a news agency

in Myanmar who fled after the
military government ordered
its operations to stop have
been arrested by police in
northern Thailand, their editor
said Monday.

The three work for DVB,
also known as Democratic Voice
of Burma, an online and broad-
cast news agency, its executive
director and chief editor, Aye
Chan Naing, said in an email.
Burma is the former name for
Myanmar and is still used by
some opponents of military rule.

He said the three, along
with two activists, whom he did
not identify, were arrested
Sunday in Chiang Mai durin a
random search by police. They
were charged with illegal entry
into Thailand, he said.

From photos published by

local Thai media, it appeared that
the journalists may have contin-
ued to report from a single-story
house in which they seemed to
have set up a makeshift video
production studio.

Myanmar's junta, which
seized power in February and
ousted the elected government
of Aung San Suu Kyi, has
attempted to silence indepen-
dent news media by with-
drawing their licenses and by
arresting journalists. About 40
are currently in detention,
including at least two who
work for DVB.

Most of the detained jour-
nalists are being held on a pro-
vision in the Penal Code that
prohibits comments that “cause
fear,” spread “false news, (or)
agitates directly or indirectly a
criminal offense against a
Government employee.”
Violations are punishable by up
to three years in prison.
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Nepal President Bidya Devi
Bhandari has called on

parties to form a new majori-
ty government by Thursday
after the one headed by the
embattled Prime Minister K P
Sharma Oli lost a trust vote.

The Office of the President,
in a statement on Monday,
said President Bhandari has
decided to invite parties to
form a majority government
pursuant to Article 76 (2) of the
Constitution of Nepal.

She has allotted the parties
three days' time, asking them to
stake their claim to the gov-
ernment by 9:00 pm on
Thursday, The Himalayan
Times reported.

As per the constitutional
provision, a candidate requires
to submit signatures of law-
makers belonging to two or
more political parties in par-
liament to the Office of
President within the stipulated
time. The President's
announcement came shortly
after Oli lost a trust vote in the
House of Representatives. Oli,
who decided to seek the trust
of the 275-member House on
his government, managed to
garner only 93 votes, which fell

short of 43 votes to reach the
136-mark and win the vote of
confidence during a special
session of the lower house.

A total of 124 members
voted against the confidence
motion while 15 members
stayed neutral, Speaker Agni
Sapkota announced on
Monday. The session was
attended by 232 lawmakers.

Oli, 69, lost the vote of con-
fidence motion, days after the
Nepal Communist Party
Maoist Centre led by
Pushpakamal Dahal
‘Prachanda' withdrew its sup-
port, reducing the government
to a minority.

After Oli lost the trust
vote, the Nepali Congress, the
Communist Party of Nepal
(Maoist Centre) and a faction
of the Janata Samajbadi Party
led by Upendra Yadav urged
President Bhandari to invoke
Article 76 (2) of the
Constitution to pave the way
for the formation of a new gov-
ernment.
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Iran's powerful Revolutionary
Guard on Tuesday rejected

the US Navy's claim that fast-
approaching Iranian speed-
boats in the Strait of Hormuz
sparked a tense encounter in
the already sensitive region.
The Guard's website, sepah-
news.Com, published a state-
ment Tuesday saying
Americans were guilty of using
"false narratives and unprofes-
sional behavior" and should
more strictly "abide by inter-
national regulations."

Specifically, the statement
said the Guard's navy warned
the US vessels to stop their
"provocative and aimless shoot-
ing."

A day earlier, the US said
the Revolutionary Guard sent
13 armed speedboats too close
to US Navy vessels in the Strait
of Hormuz on Monday. The
Americans said a Coast Guard
cutter fired warning shots when
two of the Iranian boats came
dangerously close.

The exchange comes as
the United States and Iran
engage in indirect talks in
Vienna aimed at reviving the
2015 Iran nuclear deal, which
the United States left in 2018.

Pentagon spokesman John
Kirby declined to comment
when asked about the Iranians'

intentions.
"Sadly, harassment by the

IRGC Navy is not a new phe-
nomenon. It is something that
all of our commanding officers
and the crews of our vessels are
trained to for," Kirby told
reporters at the Pentagon. "This
activity is the kind of activity
that could lead to somebody
getting hurt and could lead to
a real miscalculation there in
the region, and that doesn't
serve anybody's interests."

It was the second time in
two weeks that a US ship
opened fire to warn vessels of
Iran's paramilitary
Revolutionary Guard.

On April 26, an American
warship fired warning shots
when vessels of Iran's
Revolutionary Guard came too
close to a patrol in the Persian
Gulf. That was the first such
shooting in nearly four years.
The Navy released black-and-
white footage of that encounter
in international waters of the
northern reaches of the Persian
Gulf near Kuwait, Iran, Iraq
and Saudi Arabia.

In the latest incident, Kirby
said 13 Iranian vessels maneu-
vered at high speed toward six
Navy ships that were escorting
the guided missile submarine
USS Georgia through the Strait
on Monday. The sub was sail-
ing on the surface. 
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Agunman attacked a school
on Tuesday morning in the

Russian city of Kazan, killing
eight people — seven eighth-
grade students and a teacher —
and leaving 21 others hospi-
talised with wounds, Russian
officials said.

Russian media said some
students were able to escape the
building during the attack,
while others were trapped
inside. Dozens of ambulances
lined up at the entrance to the
school after the attack, with
access to the building fenced off
by police. 

Rustam Minnikhanov, gov-
ernor of the Tatarstan republic
where Kazan is the capital,
said four boys and three girls,
all eighth-grade students, died
in the shooting. Minnikhanov's
press service later said a teacher
was also killed. 

“The terrorist has been
arrested, (he is) 19 years old. A
firearm is registered in his
name. Other accomplices
haven't been established, an
investigation is underway,”
Minnikhanov said after visiting
the school, adding that securi-
ty had been restored.

Authorities said addition-
al security measures were
immediately put into place in
all schools in Kazan, a city 700

kilometres (430 miles) east of
Moscow. They also announced
a day of mourning on
Wednesday to honour the vic-
tims of the shooting.

According to Tatarstan
health officials, 21 people were
hospitalised with wounds after
the attack, including 18 chil-
dren, six of whom were in
intensive care. 

Russia's state RIA Novosti
news agency reported earlier
that 11 people had been killed
in the Kazan shooting. There
was no way to immediately rec-
oncile the differing death 
tolls. Police opened a criminal
investigation into the shooting. 

Russian President Vladimir
Putin expressed his condo-
lences to families of the victims
and those injured in the shoot-
ing and ordered the govern-
ment to revise gun regulations
in light of the attack. Russia's
Emergency Ministry has sent a
plane with doctors and medical
equipment to Kazan. 

While school shootings are
relatively rare in Russia, there
have been several violent
attacks on schools in recent
years, mostly carried out by stu-
dents. 
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United Nations: The head of a
UN team investigating atroci-
ties in Iraq has announced that
it has found “clear and com-
pelling evidence” that Islamic
State extremists committed
genocide against the Yazidi
minority in 2014 and said the
militant group successfully

developed chemical weapons
and used mustard gas.

Karim Khan on Monday
told the Security Council the
team also concluded war
crimes were committed by the
Islamic State group against
predominantly Shiite unarmed
cadets and personnel from the
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Tikrit Air Academy who were
captured, tortured and sub-
jected to mass execution in
June 2014.

He said an Islamic State
video released in July 2015
showing the killings “consti-
tutes a direct and 
public incitement to commit
genocide against Shia 
Muslims”.

The Security Council voted
unanimously in September
2017 to ask the UN to establish
an investigative team to help
Iraq preserve evidence. AP
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Asharp rise in exports in
April is giving a hope that

the ambitious target of USD
400 billion merchandise ship-
ments can be achieved this
year, Commerce and Industry
Minister Piyush Goyal said on
Tuesday. 

He also said that the
Department of Commerce has
taken up several issues of
exporters with the Ministry of
Finance for their early resolu-
tion, like RoDTEP (remission
of duties and taxes on export
products), MEIS (merchan-
dise export from India
scheme), and inverted duty
structure. 

The minister added that
there is a large potential  for
enhancing exports in several
sectors like pharmaceuticals,
engineering, auto-component,
fisheries and agro-products.

The minister was address-
ing a meeting of export pro-
motion councils.

India’s merchandise
exports in April jumped by 197
per cent to USD 30.21 billion
as against USD 10.17 billion in
April 2020 and USD 26.04 bil-
lion in April 2019. 

“Performance of exports in
April 2021 and 2020-21 gives a
hope that an ambitious target
of USD 400 billion merchan-
dise exports can be achieved
this year,” the minister said. 

Regarding certain issues

being raised by exporters,
Goyal said that they should
approach the Covid helpdesk of
the department for resolving
the problems emanating due to
Covid-related measures. 

Rates for RoDTEP  have
not yet been announced by the
finance ministry even as the
scheme would have to be
implemented from January. 

Exporting community has
time and again urged the gov-
ernment regarding the rates as
it would help them in factoring
in those rates while negotiating
prices of goods with interna-
tional buyers.

The reimbursement of
taxes such as duty on power
charges, VAT on fuel in trans-
portation, farm sector, captive
power generation, mandi tax,
stamp duty and central excise
duty on fuel used in trans-
portation would make Indian
products competitive in the
global markets. 
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Moody’s Investors Service
on Tuesday slashed India’s

growth forecast for the current
financial year to 9.3 per cent
saying that the second wave of
coronavirus infections hampers
economic recovery and
increases risk of longer-term
scarring.

Moody’s, which has a
‘Baa3’ rating on India with a
negative outlook, said obstacles
to economic growth, high debt
and weak financial system con-
train sovereign credit profile.

The US-based rating
agency had in February fore-
cast a 13.7 per cent economic
growth for the current fiscal
(April 2021-March 2022). As
per official estimates, the
Indian economy contracted 8
per cent in the previous fiscal
ended March 2021.

“India is experiencing a
severe second wave of coron-
avirus infections which will
slow the near-term economic
recovery and could weigh on
longer-term growth dynam-
ics.

“The surge of the virus,
which has been driven by a

highly contagious variant, has
put significant strain on India’s
healthcare system with hospi-
tals overrun and medical sup-
plies in short supply,” Moody’s
said.

Stating that the second
wave of coronavirus infections
hampers economic recovery
and increases risk of longer-
term scarring, Moody’s said the
reimposition of lockdown mea-
sures will curb economic activ-
ity and could dampen market
and consumer sentiment.

However, it does not
expect the impact to be as
severe as during the first wave.
Unlike the first wave where
lockdowns were applied
nationwide for several months,
the second wave ‘micro-con-
tainment zone’ measures are
more localised, targeted and
will likely be of shorter dura-
tion. Businesses and consumers
have also grown more accus-
tomed to operating under pan-
demic conditions.

“As of now, we expect the
negative impact on economic
output to be limited to the
April-June quarter, followed
by a strong rebound in the sec-
ond half of the year.

“As a result of the
negative impact of the second
wave, we have 

revised our real, inflation-
adjusted GDP growth forecast
down to 

9.3 per cent from 13.7 per
cent for fiscal 2021 and to 7.9
per cent from 6.2 per cent in
fiscal 2022,” Moody’s said.

Over the longer term,
Moody’s expects growth to be
around 6 per cent.

“The credit profile of India
is increasingly constrained by
obstacles to economic growth,
a high debt burden and weak
financial system.

Policymaking institutions
have struggled to tackle and
contain these risks, exacerbat-
ed by the coronavirus pan-
demic,” it added.
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The gems and jewellery industry is staring at
a sales washout on Akshaya Tritiya for the

second consecutive year as most of the States are
under lockdowns due to the raging second wave
of the Covid-19 pandemic which has led to neg-
ative consumer sentiment, say industry leaders.

Akshaya Tritiya, considered as an auspicious
day for buying gold and jewellery, falls on May
14 this year.  India is the worst-hit among all
nations with the second wave of the pandem-
ic, which has been killing more than 3,500 daily
and infecting close to 4 lakhs daily for weeks.
The massive caseload has nearly paralysed the
medical infrastructure. 

“The second
wave of the pan-
demic is turning
out to be much
worse than last
year with huge
loss of life across
the country. This
has created an overall negative consumer sen-
timent. With almost 90 per cent of the states
under lockdowns to curb the infections, retail
jewellery stores are closed and no delivery is
allowed. So, we are expecting a near washout of
this Akshaya Tritiya as well,” All-India Gems &
Jewellery Domestic Council (GJC) chairman
Ashish Pethe told PTI.  
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Equity mutual funds wit-
nessed a net inflow of

�3,437 crore in April, making
it the second consecutive
monthly infusion but lower
than the amount recorded in
March amid the second Covid
wave.

The quantum is much
lower than the inflow of �9,115
crore recorded in March,
according to data from the
Association of Mutual Funds in
India released on Tuesday.

Equity schemes had con-
sistently witnessed outflow for
eight straight months from
July 2020 to February 2021.

“The net flows into equi-
ty funds have continued, which
is very encouraging. Flows
slowed down a bit compared to

March largely because of the
disruption caused by the sec-
ond wave of the pandemic,” G
Pradeepkumar, CEO of Union
AMC, said.

He also said the flow is
expected to pick up pace once
the pandemic is brought under
control through increased lev-
els of vaccination and other
measures.

Making a similar state-
ment, Arun Kumar, Head of
Research at FundsIndia, said
the inflow trend remains pos-
itive while the recent spike in
covid cases is a concern and we
need to monitor the impact on
investor sentiment and behav-
iour in the near term.

“With the second wave of
the coronavirus pandemic
putting pressure on citizens to
hold a higher emergency cor-

pus for medical needs, investor
interest is a tad down and can
be expected to recover in the
waning phase of this health
scare,” Gopal Kavalireddi, Head
of Research at FYERS, said.

Apart from equities,
investors infused over �1 lakh
crore in debt mutual funds in
April after withdrawing �
52,528 crore in March, on the
back of strong inflows into liq-
uid, money market and
overnight segments.

Overall, the mutual fund
industry witnessed an inflow of
� 92,906 crore across all seg-
ments during the period under
review compared to an outflow
of �29,745 crore in March.

As per the data, inflow into
equity and equity-linked open
ended schemes was at
�3,437.37 crore in April.
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Waiting period for receiv-
ing essential items like

grocery via e-commerce has
gone up by as much as a week
amid the second wave of the
pandemic, as digital platforms
struggle to balance larger order
volumes and ensure safety of
their workforce, according to
industry executives.

As the country reels
through the deadly second
wave of the Covid-19 pan-
demic, various State
Governments have announced
lockdowns to curb the spread
of the infection. Most States
have allowed delivery of only
essentials like grocery and
medicines via e-commerce.

A note on BigBasket’s app
said, “Due to Covid-19-related
restrictions on movement in
the city by local administration,
your deliveries might get
delayed... We are facing signif-
icant demand. We are distrib-
uting tokens to help you place
an order.”The company
declined to respond to a
detailed questionnaire on the
challenges being faced.

Amazon’s Fresh service,
which promises delivery in 2
hours, also shows availability
only after a day in Delhi. “In
these unprecedented times,
together with lakhs of sellers
(including small and medium
businesses) and associates
across our network, we are
working hard to serve cus-
tomers while following strin-

gent safety measures and gov-
ernment guidelines.

“We continue to work
with the government to request
them to allow home delivery of
all products to safely fulfill cus-
tomer needs,” an Amazon India
spokesperson said.

Interestingly, retail giant
Big Bazaar is betting on online
deliveries to make up for the
lost business at its brick-and-
mortar stores.

A Big Bazaar spokesperson
noted that there are challenges
on account of restrictions on
timings and items that can be
sold at physical stores, which
also differ widely between var-
ious states and cities.“While
these do create a lot of chal-
lenges for retailers, Big Bazaar
has rolled out two-hour online
deliveries from stores and is
using appropriate technology
to ensure that we fully abide by
the different restrictions in
every city.“Our Store2Door
home delivery in two hours
ensures customers do not face
any issues and are safe within
their homes,” the spokesperson
said.  A senior e-commerce
industry executive, who did not
wish to be named, said the
waiting period for deliveries is
as high as a week in cities like
Chennai, while it is slightly
shorter in cities like Delhi and
Mumbai.  The delay in deliv-
eries is on account of multiple
factors, including manpower
availability and longer time
taken forpackaging to ensure
hygiene.
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Equity benchmarks nursed
losses on Tuesday after four

days of gains, largely in tandem
with overseas markets which
tumbled after surging com-
modity prices stoked inflation
fears. 

Profit-booking in banking,
finance and metal counters
further weighed on bourses,
traders said.

The 30-share BSE Sensex
opened on the backfoot and
stayed in the negative territo-
ry throughout the session, end-
ing 340.60 points or 0.69 per
cent lower at 49,161.81.

Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty slumped 91.60 points or
0.61 per cent to close at
14,850.75.

Kotak Bank was the top
loser in the Sensex pack, shed-
ding 3 per cent, followed by
HDFC, Tech Mahindra, Bajaj
Finance, Titan, Bajaj Finserv,
HUL and Axis Bank.

On the other hand, NTPC,
ONGC, PowerGrid, Sun
Pharma, UltraTech Cement
and SBI were among the gain-
ers, climbing up to 4.60 per
cent. 

“Rising commodity prices,
like international steel price, are
at a record high which has
instilled a fear in the world
market of rising inflation.
Global markets are retreating in
anticipation of future interest
rates hikes, in which the tech-

nology sector will be heavily 
impacted as it has benefit-

ted the most during a pan-
demic.  

“Indian metal stocks wit-
nessed mild profit booking
while buying interest is seen in
PSE stocks,” said Vinod Nair,
Head of Research at Geojit
Financial Services. 

China inflation data also
weighed on sentiments.
However, domestic benchmark
indices outperformed its Asian
peers today, said Binod Modi,
Head Strategy at Reliance
Securities.
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The Finance Ministry and
New Development Bank

(NDB) will organise a semi-
nar on the importance of
‘Socia l  Infrastructure
Financing and use of Digital
Technologies’.

The seminar, as part of the
economic and financial coop-
eration agenda under the
Indian BRICS chairship 2021,
is being organised in the 
run-up to the 13th BRICS
Summit to be held later this
year.

The Covid-19 pandemic
has reinforced the importance
of investing in social infra-
structure and underpinned
the importance of leveraging
digital technologies in
advanced and emerging
economies, the Finance
Ministry said in a statement.

“The challenges faced, are
common to all, especially to
the BRICS nations. 

There is a great potential

in building sustainable mech-
anism to chart the way for-
ward and share the common
benefits associated with social,
economic and digital devel-
opment,” it said.
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Smartphone shipment in the
country clocked 18 per cent

year-on-year growth in the
March quarter, but the April-
June quarter period is expect-
ed to face growth challenges
under the weight of the second
wave of infections, research
firm IDC said on Tuesday.

Smartphone shipment
grew 18 per cent to 38 million
units in the March 2021 quar-
ter over the year-ago period,
but declined by 14 per cent
from the December 2020 quar-
ter.

While the vaccine roll-out
programme at the beginning of
the year instilled positive sen-
timents, the onset of the second
wave of COVID-19 infections
towards the end of the quarter
resulted in subdued consumer
demand, IDC said.

Thus, the inventory cycle
- which had shrunk earlier in
the second half of 2020 - start-
ed to get longer since the mid-

dle of the first quarter of 2021,
it added.

“The April-June quarter is
expected to face growth chal-
lenges under the weight of the
second wave of infections.
However, the high shipments
from the first quarter should be
able to suffice for the immedi-
ate demand,” IDC India
Research Director, Client
Devices, and IPDS Navkendar
Singh said.

IDC estimates the impact
to be less pronounced com-
pared with last year, with fac-
tories being operational now
and only limited restrictions on
logistics/transportation and
state-level lockdowns instead of
a nationwide lockdown, he
added.
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The Government has pro-
posed to slash import

duties on steel items further
bringing it to zero or near zero
levels to provide relief to
MSMEs, which have been hit
hard by the high cost of raw
materials amidst the raging
pandemic.

Top Government sources
said that a decision had been
taken to review duties on steel
products and reduce it or 
withdraw it completely on few
items to help the user indus-
try hit hard by rising price of
the metal in the domestic
market.

Also, lower import duties
would help maintain supply
lines that have been affected
with several domestic steel
companies reducing steel pro-
duction to divert medical grade
oxygen for Covid-19 relief
measures.

Mumbai:Centre’s solar mod-
ules manufacturing produc-
tion linked incentive scheme
will benefit incremental panels
demand till FY30 said India
Ratings and Research (Ind-
Ra). According to the ratings
agency’s estimates, the alloca-
tion of �45 billion towards
modules manufacturing by the
Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy (MNRE)
can benefit the sales of 20GW
from the capacity developed
under the PLI scheme.

“It also means sanction of
the PLI facility which will ben-

efit 4-6GW of sales annually
over five years from commis-
sioning of the beneficiary man-
ufacturing facilities,” the agency
said in a report.

“The scheme can facilitate
additional 8-12GW annual
solar cell or module manufac-
turing capacity in India. Sales
up to 50 per cent of the man-
ufacturing capacity set up by
the winning bidder will bene-
fit from PLI. This estimate
assumes the base PLI rate of Rs
2.25 per watt power and entire-
ly greenfield expansion.”

IANS
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Shares dropped Tuesday in
Asia after selling of sever-

al Big Tech companies pulled
US benchmarks lower.Paris,
Frankfurt, Tokyo and Hong
Kong declined while
Shanghai advanced.Despite
reassurances from the Federal
Reserve and a much weaker
than expected US jobs read-
ing last week, investors have
refocused on the potential for
surging prices to pressure
central banks into tapering off
on their massive stimulus
and ultra-low interest rates,
analysts said.
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JEE Main has been postponed
once again. While many are not
happy  with the continuos delays,

but it goes without saying that it is
definitely the need of the hour. More
so, when the country is witnessing
more than 3.5 lakh cases per day.

“Nobody can do anything about
his. The only positive part is that stu-
dents are getting more time to
study,” Nitin Vijay, Managing
Director, Motion Education, says.

With that being said, it is not the
time for students to lose hope and
or become complacent, instead they
should utilise this period to study
and work upon their weak subjects.

“If a student was preparing to
attempt the May session, we assume
that he must have completed his syl-
labus. Hence, the students now
have to follow proper revision
strategies.  They have to revise

every chapter twise at least in the
next two months. Their focus should
be on following correct revision
strategies, this will help them big
time,” Vijay tells you.

Students can start by focusing
on their weak concepts and prac-
ticing as much as they can.  

However, this might not be as
easy as it sounds. The continuous
delays might result in students los-
ing motivation. Hence, keeping
yourself motivated is the key. 

“Students have to keep them-
selves motivated. Thinking about the
positive side of getting extra time for
preparation might help. But, at the
same time they have to realise that
every student is getting the same
amount of time. Hence, they have to
utilise it in the best possible man-
ner. This time will change their
course of  future. Students need to

remove all the frustration and neg-
ativity and concentrate on their
studies,” he explains.

Improving speed is another fac-
tor students can work upon during
this time. 

“Identify your mistakes and
correct them. Most of the time, stu-
dents tend to miss spotting their
mistakes, this way they continue to
do it. Next, work on your accuracy
and speed. This will give you moti-
vation to study. Learn to read ques-
tions in one go, this is one part that
most of the students miss on. They
don’t know how to read a question
in one go,” Vijay says.

The reason behind this is that
students don’t read a question as a
full statement, they read it word by
word.  “Try to read the question as
a statement, picture what it says in
your mind and then comprehend it.

Keep on practicing and you will
learn to read questions in one go.
Good strategy coupled with moti-
vation will help you achieve good
score,” he explains.

He emphasises on the fact that
these delays don’t mean wastage of
time. It is clearly a bonus time for
students.

“If you and your family are safe
at home, thank God and see the time
as a gift. If you can change your
mindset, you can change your life.
It’s a game of mindset,” he says.

He adds that the students at  his
institute have already understood
this and are busy asking questions
and solving problems without think-
ing about the rest of the things. “The
ones who are genuinely interested in
studies, can study any where at any
time. They just need motivation,”
Vijay says.

As the need for healthcare services is on
a constant rising spree, so is the need

for the resources those who can ensure the
smooth facilitation of such services. To
meet the growing demands, graduates are
often seen opting for a certified Hospital
Administration course that helps them in
enhancing their knowledge related to the
healthcare management sector.

In simpler terms, Hospital
Administration is a course that incorpo-
rates the studies related to the management
of various operations and departments in
a hospital. A professional who pursues the
course and attains the title of a Hospital
Administrator is responsible for oversee-
ing and organising the health services and
monitoring the day-to-day activities of a
hospital or a healthcare unit ranging
from managing staff and budgets to com-
municating between departments and
ensuring appropriate patient care amongst
other duties.

In times like these, when every health-
worker is working extremely hard to con-
tribute their bit in saving the human-race,
the Hospital Administration course is gain-
ing massive popularity and the students
pursuing it are looked up with utmost
respect and dignity. The rising demand for
the health professionals emphasises on the
need to choose from the significant cours-
es available online.

Here is a quick guide of the best com-
prehensive and advanced Hospital
Administration Online Courses that will
definitely help learners add the right skill
set to their portfolio as per industry-
demand and land an instant job.

Henry Harvin: The Hospital
Administration course offered by Henry
Harvin equips learners with the most
essential conceptual and technical knowl-
edge in management and trains the stu-
dents for all the hospital administration
functions required in any healthcare unit.
The course focuses on core topics like
accounting, finance, human resource
management, information systems, man-
agement, marketing, hospital laws, and
many more. The 12 month course offers
every participant live projects & case stud-
ies for improved understanding of the sub-
ject. 

Medvarsity: The Master class in
Hospital Administration course offered by
Medvarsity is eligible for all the graduates
coming with any disciplinary background.
The Master class in Hospital
Administration course enables students to
acquire conceptual and technical knowl-
edge in management and prepares the stu-
dent for hospital administration functions

in a hospital. The curriculum focuses on
core topics like accounting, finance,
human resource management, information
systems, management, marketing, hospi-
tal laws and many more. The 12 months
online course covers four modules and
offers live lectures with expert faculty from
the healthcare industry. 

Manipal University: The MHA
(Master of Hospital Administration)
Programme strives to prepare health pro-
fessionals to transform into knowledgeable,
ethical and innovative health administra-
tors who can contribute positively to the
betterment of the healthcare sector. The
programme aims to create competent
personnel in the field of hospital & health-
care in a professional manner to optimise
care delivery and healthcare costs without
compromise on quality. This course is a
full-time postgraduate programme spread
over two years. The university promises to
groom all the budding administrators in

a highly academically surcharged envi-
ronment.

Dr DY Patil Vidyapeeth’s Centre for
Online Learning: The institute offers
online certificate course in hospital and
health care management. Based in Pune,
India, they offer this course via online
mode. The programme’s objective is to
develop the most-competent hospital
administration professional in the field of
hospital and health care administration.
Students, who hold bachelor’s degree, are
graduates in any discipline from a recog-
nised university or are diploma holders are
eligible for this course. The 300 hours
course provides real experience to candi-
dates who will culminate to develop a high
degree of conceptual, analytical skills and
quality technical knowledge base among
candidates and preparing them well to
manage complex health care domains. 

ICRI: The online PG Diploma in
Healthcare Management course offered by
ICRI India aims to impart requisite knowl-
edge and expertise on the concept objec-
tives, operational policies, procedures,
etc. in operational management of various
departments of Hospital and Healthcare
Organisations. This includes the devel-
opment of conceptual skills in planning,
policy formulation, healthcare financing,
resource planning, hospital & healthcare
material management, Hospital accredi-
tation process in India, research method-
ology and healthcare services project
work. Spanning over a period of six
months, this course is available for all the
undergraduates and postgraduates in Life
Sciences, Microbiology, Biotechnology,
Pharmacy, Medicine, Nursing,
Homoeopathy, Ayurvedic and Veterinary
Science with min 50 per cent.
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Majority of aspirants who plan to
pursue a Master of Business

Administration (MBA) consider it as a
programme that equips them with the
necessary knowledge and skills, which
can make them to build a lucrative
career in business and management.
Knowledge is imparted through lecture
sessions, case based teaching, role play
based learning, etc . Many Indian B
Schools are exploring the ways and
means to provide experiential learning
opportunities to their aspirants. There
are a few premier Indian B Schools
which have made it mandatory to have
experiential learning in every subject
that is taught to the students.

Here are five popular ways by which
Indian B Schools are offering experi-
ential learning opportunities to their
students.

Summer internship and live pro-
ject opportunities

Summer internships and live pro-
jects provide students an opportunity to
apply their learning to the real-world
problems of organisations. Almost all B
Schools have Summer Internships and
live projects built in their curriculum.
Summer Internship is an excellent plat-
form provided to the students to 'learn
by doing' which is 'experiential learn-
ing'. Given the rapidly changing busi-
ness landscape, Summer internships are
one of the most popular forms of expe-
riential learning, which helps students
to gain an insight into the demands of
the workplace. Live project opportuni-

ties give the students an opportunity to
apply and integrate theory with practice.
They get to understand the how the
decisions that they take and efforts that
they put in, give results in real business
scenarios.

Case competition by corporate
Several organisations launch their

case competitions in select premier B
Schools. These case competitions give
a platform to the students to work in real
world corporate challenges. This form
of experiential learning is appreciated
and sought after by the students. Case
competitions not only helps them learn
the nuances of business, but also gives
them job opportunities with the same
organisation which launches the com-
petitions. Students who give the best
solution to the case are offered jobs with
lucrative compensation.

Capstone project
A capstone project is a multifaceted

assignment that serves as a culminating
academic and intellectual experience for
students pursuing their management
program. In this mode of experiential
learning students pursue independent
research on a question or problem of
their choice, and engage in scholarly
debates. They are guided by a faculty
mentor who helps them to articulate and
create a white paper or a journal arti-
cle that reflects a deep understanding of
the topic.

Students’ councils activities
There are few B Schools in India

which are fully student-driven where the

students pursuing their MBA are
encouraged to participate in the deci-
sion-making process that helps them
learn the experiential way and also
shapes their personality. The Students’
council is the student body responsible
and accountable for almost all activities
conducted on the campus of a B School.
The teams consist of students from the
first and second year who are led by
coordinators. These coordinators form
an executive council to oversee all
activities. The executive council is
empowered to plan their budgets, set
goals and they work independently on
all business processes related to admis-
sions, placements, corporate relations,
managing online presence, etc.

International immersion pro-
grammes

A few premier Indian B Schools
offer their MBA students an opportu-
nity to travel abroad and attend a part-
ner B School. The students enrol for a
few subjects which can help them take
some credits for the fulfilment of their
degree. Students often benefit from
gaining critical cross-cultural skills,
broadening their perspective and
enhancing their understanding of busi-
ness in a global context. International
Immersion Programmes have proved to
be a wonderful approach to experien-
tial learning.
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Ben-Gurion University of
the Negev (BGU), Israel

is now welcoming applica-
tions for its one-year MBA
International Programme.

The MBA International
Programme at the Guilford
Glazer Faculty of Business
and Management is  a
unique, integrative one-year
study programme that cou-
ples a rigorous theoretical
and practical academic pro-
gramme with extracurricu-

lar opportunities that serve
to enrich the MBA learning
experience.

Eligibility: Students
with a bachelor’s degree,
GMAT or GRE,
Professional or
International Experience
can apply for the pro-
gramme.

How to apply: Log on
to https://bgumanage-
ment.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/
SV_8j1Jd8vjkhpXYAR.

Last date to apply: June
30, 2021.
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Today, as a nation, we need to stand together to tackle the
grim situation that we are in. The times are indeed chal-

lenging as the number of people not being able to procure
oxygen, an ICU bed, vaccine and even food for that matter,
is increasing every minute. The situation, however, has awak-
ened many a conscience to come forth and support their fel-
low beings.

Manav Sthalians have always  stood  for  a social  cause
dedicatedly  and  wholeheartedly  extending  maximum  sup-
port  during  such  times of  distress. In our constant endeav-
ours to render timely help, under the guidance of Mamta
Bhatnagar, Director and Founder principal, Dipti A Bhatnagar,
Principal, Manav Sthali School initiated Manav Suraksha —
Manav Helpline on May 2 to provide real time information
on the availability of beds in hospitals, oxygen, plasma, tif-
fin services, ambulances, lab/CT scan, chemist etc. in Delhi
to the ones in need.

Manav Suraksha team is jointly managed by Anushasit
Sainanis and Student Council members along with a team
of 80 students who are working 24/7 to help people .The
team receives  an average of 800 calls a day and works on
five levels. First, class-wise leaders are appointed to collect
leads for portfolios that are oxygen, plasma, doctors, beds,
tiffin service, medicines, and labs. 

These leads are then verified by class volunteers. The
PR team is in direct contact with patients and provides nec-
essary help from collected leads. The core team manages
and supervises the functioning of the Suraksha group and
assigns tasks to volunteers. The IT team maintains a data-
base of leads and resources. This list is updated twice a day.
The FB team provides required resources to people who
reach out on Facebook for help. In these grim times, the
Manav Sthali warriors all stand together united as ever to
extend ourselves to society.
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The next round of applications for admission into the under-
graduate programmes led by the London School of

Economics and Political Science (LSE) in India at the Indian
School of Business & Finance (ISBF), New Delhi, are closing
on May 15, 2021.

Students pursuing Accounting & Finance at ISBF will also
be eligible for exemptions in eight out of 13 examinations of
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA).

ISBF has an intake of only 120 undergraduate students across
its five programmes. It follows a rounds-based rolling admissions
policy, which means that other things equal, applicants of ear-
lier rounds have a higher likelihood of being accepted into the
programme of their choice. It also means that applications will
be closed as soon as all seats are filled. 
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Great Learning, an edtech
company for professional

and higher education has
announced that it will be host-
ing a webinar on Introduction
to Android Studio today at 12
pm. The live session is free of
cost and can be attended by
anyone who is tech-savvy and
looking to explore a career in
application development.

The live session on
“Introduction to Android
Studio” by Faizan Parvez,

Instructor of Data Structure
and Algorithm will shine a
spotlight on the wide usage of
Android Studio for building
applications on android
devices. The attendees will
get an overview of the features
of Android Studio that will
further enhance the produc-
tivity while developing android
applications. 

People can register by vis-
iting: https://www.greatlearn-
ing.in/academy/learn-for-
free/courses/introduction-to-
android-studio.
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�How much learning are children
getting with online mode?

We all agree that a large amount of
learning or effective learning takes
place with peer learning and peering
each other's opinions and all of these
things have actually dried up in the
online education model. Even in our
own work life what I have noticed
when the lockdown started all of us
were working virtually and we would
have amazing meetings at the begin-
ning, when you want to solve a prob-
lem you want everybody to come up
with new ideas. As the lockdown pro-
gressed, off late nobody wants to have
contrary opinion on a call, nobody
wants to have an opposing view on the
call because they feel that they are not
participating as much.
�Tell us about Atria University. It is
a a year old.

It has been close to two years since
we launched the product but we
haven't gone live as yet for the first
batch. First batch starts in October of
this year. This is because Karnataka
State Higher Education has announced
the next academic year will start in
October. We are also in the final
phase of getting approvals for the
university so all of that will be in place
before the academic year starts. 
�What are some of the courses that
are being offered to students?

We have five majors. One of them
is mobility. Then we have Life Sciences.
Number three is digital transformation.
Then we have interactive tech. At No
5 is Energy Sciences. Degrees are
BTech then Bachelor of Design (BDes)
then BSc and BBA.  
�How does a student apply?

Just like in the outside world, a stu-
dent joins the university for an under-
grad programme. The student goes
through foundation courses irrespec-
tive of whether they came from a sci-
ence or commerce background from
school. These foundation courses are
for 12 months. Post that there is a six-
to-nine-month period where the stu-
dent gets to sample courses or projects
in each of these areas, there are five
majors and four degrees. They get to

sample each one of this or each one of
them over a period of six to months.
�What about faculty?

It’s a very industry-led programme
where the projects are also from the
industry. Most of the courses are actu-
ally designed by industry leaders and
academics are helping felicitate that.
They will will come on campus for a
period of four weeks, teach and leave. 
�What is the fee structure?

We are priced at �7 lakh per
annum for academics and then resi-
dential is �1.8 lakh.
�What’s your vision in next five
years?

To be sustainable, I must think 10
years ahead. I am scaling between 5,000
to 7,000 students in 10 years on the
campus. By the time the first batch goes
out my goal is to make sure that every-
body who joins us in this year, will
actually be going out as employees and
not necessarily searching for a job
because the model itself allows for nine
months of internship right from sec-
ond year. The idea is student will be
working with big organisations in the
industry on these projects and will
organically get absorbed in the com-
panies that they've worked with.
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The University of Vaasa,
Finland invites appli-
cations for Global

Student Scholarships. The
sponsorship will be rewarded
to students who wish to
undertake any master’s degree
programme can apply.

Eligibility: The students
must be first-year applicants
only. Supporting documents:
A copy of the (foreign) degree
certificate or a provisional
certificate; Transcripts of uni-
versity records. 

Admission require-
ments: The students must
complete 120 ECTS to be
accepted into a master’s
degree programme.

Language requirement:
The students must submit
the following English lan-
guage proficiency test scores:
TOEFL PBT – 580; TOEFL
IBT – 92; RPDT – a mini-
mum score of 20 reading sec-
tion, a minimum score of 20
in the listening section, and a
minimum score of 22 in the
writing section. Mybestscores
is also accepted.

How to apply: Students
are required to apply to their
preferred master’s programme
online. Accepted students will
automatically be considered.

Application deadline:
The date is July 31, 2021.

The Baylor University

has announced need-
based awards for inter-

national students.
The grant is available for

the academic year 2021-2022.
Award: The Baylor

University will provide the
students with need-based
awards from $1,000 to $5,000
towards their study in the US.

Eligibility: International
students can apply. All hon-
ours degree programmes
offered by Baylor are applic-
able.

Supporting documents:
The students are required to
present the following docu-
ments to the university: Essay;
High school transcripts; Test
scores. Other degree-specific
requirements

Admission require-
ments: The students must
have an average SAT score
between 1200 and 1380 or an
average ACT score of 26 to 32
to be admitted at Baylor.

Language requirement:
The students must have the
required score of the follow-
ing English language profi-
ciency tests: IELTS – 6.5.
TOEFL IBT – 80 overall.

How to apply: The stu-
dents must apply online using
the Baylor Online Application
or Common Application. To
apply to receive the aid, the
students must complete the
FASA application and the
CSS profile for need-based
aid.

Application deadline:
The last date to apply is
November 2, 2021.
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Be it any organisation, from
the highest rung to the low-
est, one thing is common —

everyone wants to be a leader.
And why not. Being a leader
sounds so powerful and exciting
that it is hard not to want to be in
that position of inf luence.
However, being a leader is easier
said than done. Reaching that
powerful position may seem to be
daunting at first but it eases out as
time goes. But the fact is that for
some people it stays intimidating
all throughout if they do not tack-
le the responsibility head on right
at the beginning.

Leadership style is all about
the way a person uses to lead his
subordinates and this style varies
widely from one person to the
other. Some leaders are the be-all
and end-all of every decision
while some others are all about
delegations and do not take a step
without discussing. The right
kind of leadership is all about
striking a balance between all the
major styles.

When one takes up the role of
a business administrator in any
organisation, one is addressing the
roles of both, a manager and a
leader and balancing between
these two can be a highly sensi-
tive act. To strike the perfect bal-
ance between all styles of leader-
ship, the following are the top
questions that you need to ask
yourself:

�Can the work get done with
my intervention? If the answer is
yes, then remove yourself from
simply interfering and rather con-
centrate on motivating the team.
Donning the hat of authority is
only necessary when you need to
implement changes to help the
team perform better.

�How much do you focus on
the results? Focusing on results is
great but that should not be the
only thing that you notice in any
project. The focus should be more
on the process as that way you will
be able to find more alternatives
to reach the same or better results.

�Are you the first person that
people come to for advice? If the

answer to this is a big yes, then
you are truly already being seen
as a leader. If not, look at the
changes that you need to bring
forth to be seen as a supportive
and inspirational figure.

�What is the most discussed
topic in your team? Is it the tasks
at hand, the processes, the dead-
lines, or the strategy and big pic-
ture? Make sure that the discus-
sions are balanced and the team
is not leaning too hard in one
direction or the other.

�Do you ask the team to
complete the tasks without feeling
the need to explain the objective?
Your team will only be motivat-
ed to go that extra mile if they
understand the reasons behind
accomplishing the task that they
are assigned.

�Who is held responsible
when things go wrong? Do you
blame yourself or the team? A
great leader understands that the

failure or success of the team is
ultimately his/her responsibility.

Achieving a balanced leader-
ship style is necessary to ensure
long-term success, both for the
company and personally. The
energy and the attitude of the
leader are channelised through the
team that he handles. Balance is
necessary to ensure that the team
stays positive and focused. Here
are ways to be a true leader:

�Communicate: Clear and
honest communication is the key
to getting the work done in any
organisation. Whether you are
conducting a performance review
or communicating your aims for
the quarter, the subordinates need
to know what you require of
them, where they stand at present,
and how can they get to the end.

�Know when to let go: You
show your trust towards your
team when you delegate the
responsibilities towards them.

You have given them the direction
that they require and now you
need to let them follow it through.
But do not forget to reward them
when they actually manage to
make your vision into a reality.

Be a mentor, not the boss: Put
aside all the day-to-day distrac-
tions and schedule one-on-one
time with the staff, take in their
input, and listen to their griev-
ances. The team will either listen
to you out of fear or out of
respect, and you can well under-
stand which way works in the
long-term. Be the mentor that
understands the coordinates and
their viewpoints and not the boss
who merely orders. Engaging
with the team encourages inputs
and presents the opportunity to
maintain a balance between your
ideas and their views for the
greater good of the company.
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Veteran opener Shikhar
Dhawan and flamboy-
ant allrounder-turned

specialist batsman Hardik
Pandya will be locked in a two-
way fight for India captaincy if
Shreyas Iyer doesn’t get fit in
time for the white-ball tour of
Sri Lanka in July.

India’s limited overs spe-
cialists will be playing three
T20 Internationals and as many
ODIs in the island nation dur-
ing the second half of July,
when big guns like Virat Kohli
and Rohit Sharma will be in
England for a marquee five-
match Test series.

“It is still not clear if
Shreyas will recover fully and
will be match-fit in time for
tour of Sri Lanka. Normally, a
surgery of this scale along with
rest, extensive rehab and train-
ing to get back in shape takes
around four months,” a senior
BCCI source privy to selection
matters said.

“In case Shreyas was avail-
able, he would have been the
automatic choice for captaincy.”

It’s only logical that the two
contenders for captaincy are
35-year-old Dhawan, who has
had good “one and half IPLs”
in last two seasons and Pandya
junior, who is one of the most
accomplished match-winners.

“Shikhar has had two very
good IPL including this cur-
tailed one and being the senior

most among those who are
available for selection, he is a
very strong contender. Also he
has been a solid performer for
India for past eight years,” an

official said.
As far as Hardik is con-

cerned, his reputation as a
white-ball match-winner can’t
be discounted either.

“Yes, Hardik hasn’t been
regularly bowling for MI or
India in recent times. However,
he is the man with x-factor and
among options available. He is

miles ahead of his peers in
terms of being an impact per-
former. And who knows, may
be extra responsibility brings
the best out of him.”

Pandya was included in the
four-Test series at home against
England so that his bowling
workload is increased keeping
the England tour in mind but
it is learnt that the Baroda man
is unlikely to bowl more than
an odd over or two in the short-
est format or ODI in near
future.

“Hardik, after his back
surgery to cure stress fracture,
is not the same bowler any-
more. He was a fast medium
bowler before injury but to
bowl at a brisk 135 kmph plus
pace consistently, it could
impact his back.

“So he is focussing more on

his match finishing skills,” a
person in the know of things
said. 

MATCHES IN COLOMBO
Colombo’s R Premadasa

Stadium will host all the match-
es in India’s upcoming limited
overs series against Sri Lanka. 

“We plan to host the entire
series at one venue. As of now,
it has been decided that the
Premadasa Stadium will host
the fixtures. Obviously, it
depends on how the situation
is around that time,” Arjuna de
Silva, Sri Lanka Cricket’s (SLC)
Administrative Committee
chairman, told Sportstar on
Monday.

“With the Covid situation
fluid, we cannot allow fans yet,
so all the matches will be
closed-door affairs,” De Silva
said.

India are reportedly set to
arrive in Sri Lanka for the series
on July 5 and, after the team
completes its week-long quar-
antine, will play the ODI series
starting on July 13. The T20I
series will begin on July 22.

“As of now, we will stick to
the protocol where the players
will have to undergo hard
quarantine for the first three
days and in the next four days,
they will be allowed to train.
However, if there are any
revised guidelines by the
Health Ministry around that
time, we will have to follow
that,” he added.
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Former Pakistan leg-spinner
Danish Kaneria reckons

India has missed a trick by not
picking a wrist spinner for the
World Test Championship final
against New Zealand as young
Rahul Chahar would have
added another dimension to
their attack.

Last week, India
announced the squad for next
month’s World Test
Championship final against
New Zealand, to be held from
June 18 in Southampton, and a
five-match series against
England from August 4.

“India has selected quite a
strong team. Overall, their
squad of is good. But the thing
to note is that they have not
selected a wrist spinner,”
Kaneria said from Karachi.

“They have finger spin-
ners — Ashwin, Washington
Sundar, Axar Patel and
Ravindra Jadeja — but they
don’t have a wrist spinner, a
right arm leg spinner,” the leg
spinner  added.

Kaneria, who represented
English county side Essex, said
that the conditions in England
is conducive for leg break
bowlers.

“When you play in
England, and I have a lot of
experience playing there —
eight years of county cricket in
different con-
ditions —
there is
m o i s -
ture.

“When the season starts the
county matches are going on
and after that the sun comes out
and the wicket gets baked and
the moisture stays.”

“Where there are seam
conditions, a leg spinner is
very useful and that’s why I had
a successful tenure when I
played county cricket. So, it is
a little concerning that there is
no leg spinner in the team.

“Finger spinners can con-
tain but having finger spinner
and a wrist spinner can make
an impact on the team,” he
added.

The 40-year-old, feels
Chahar could have been a use-
ful addition in the Indian team.

“Rahul Chahar, his height,
the way he delivers the ball, he
should have been in the team.
New Zealand has Ish Sodhi, a
tall leg spinner and Virat Kohli
always struggles against a leg
spinner as we saw it with
(Adam) Zampa.

“So, I feel if there is place
open for a leg spinner than
Chahar, who has played for
Mumbai Indians and India and
has performed well, has googly,
flipper and leg spin, could have
been useful.”

India head to the UK on
the back of series victories
against Australia and India but
Kaneria cautioned that New
Zealand are also a formidable
side that has a strong bowling
line up.

“Indian is playing good
cricket, they have won series in
Australia and then against
England but NZ will not be an
easy opponent as they are very
tough in this type of condition
where the ball seams. They have
a very strong bowling line up.

“India’s batting needs to
deliver like Rishabh Pant

did well in Australia
but Ajinkya Rahane
and Cheteshwar
Puajar couldn’t score
many runs that is as
cause of concern.

“You win Test
cricket because of
bowlers, once you
have five top
bowlers in your
rank who can take
20 wickets there is
a change of win-
ning a Test match.”
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Mumbai Indians fielding
coach James Pamment

has claimed that some senior
Indian players did not like
being subjected to restrictions
inside the currently-suspend-
ed IPL’s bio-bubble but it felt
completely safe till the time
cases from participating teams
hadn’t come to light.

Pamment did not elabo-
rate on his assertion about the
Indian players and did not take
any names either. 

“Some of the senior
Indian guys don’t like being
restricted and told what to
do,” he was quoted as
saying by stuff.co.nz.

“But we did feel
safe — at no point
did we feel the
bubble would be
compromised ... We felt
the travel was always
going to be a chal-
lenge.”

The New
Zealander, said he and
the MI players started
to feel apprehensive
shortly before the com-
petition was halted.

“It was when cases
started to come with the
teams. They were a little
more fearful, a little more
apprehensive,” said the
52-year-old, who
returned home on
Saturday.

“Chennai (CSK)

announced their cases and
we’d played Chennai at the
weekend, so straight away,
the dynamic changed. I cer-
tainly noticed from within
my group. I’d spend most of
my time with the Kiwis and
the Aussies, their mindset had
changed.

“We started to get Indian
guys in our environment
whose families were sick.
There were bereavements as
well and we were taking a bit

of a cue from those guys
who were saying ‘no,
we want to carry on’
and the messages were
coming back that this

is a good distrac-
tion.”

Pamment said
at no stage did he
feel his health
was going to be

put in jeopardy
within the

bubble set
up by MI
at a
Mumbai

hotel.
He said long

before the suspension
of IPL, he was aware
of the pandemic get-

ting worse in India and
the event should not have
been spread across six
venues.

“If it (IPL) had been
held solely in Mumbai,

perhaps it’d have been
easily managed.” 
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India have all the bases cov-
ered for the World Test

Championship (WTC) final
against New Zealand, said
former wicketkeeper Parthiv
Patel. Parthiv said that the fact
that a batsman like KL Rahul
is not finding a place in the
squad shows how strong the
batting lineup is.

“If we talk about batsmen
— Rohit Sharma, Shubman
Gill, Virat Kohli, Ajinkya
Rahane, Cheteshwar Pujara,
Rishabh Pant — there’s a
proper band of proper bats-
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Pace legend Curly Ambrose
believes the current lot of

Caribbean youngsters doesn’t
really understand what cricket
means to the West Indies and
so the two-time world champi-
ons will never be able to relive
the glory days again.

West Indies had lifted first
two World Cup titles in 1975
and 1979 and it took 33 years
for the team to claim another
ICC title when Darren Sammy
had guided them to the 2012
T20 World Cup crown and
repeated the feat four years later.

“Most of the youngsters we
have now probably don’t quite
understand what cricket means
to West Indians in the West
Indies and abroad because
cricket is the only sport that
really unites Caribbean people,”
Ambrose told Talk Sports Live.

“This is no disrespect to the
players we have now because we
have a couple of guys who have
some quality in them and can
become great, but what we

have to understand is that I
don’t think we will ever see
those great, exceptional glory
days again.”

The 57-year-old, who
claimed 405 wickets in 98 Tests
between 1988 and 2000, said it
is difficult to find talented
cricketers from the island
nation nowadays.

“It’s going to be difficult to
find another Viv Richards or a

(Demond) Haynes and
(Gordon) Greenidge, a Brian
Lara, Richie Richardson, you
know, a Malcolm Marshall,
Curtly Ambrose, Courtney
Walsh, Michael Holding, Andy
Roberts, and the list goes on
and on, Clive Lloyd,” Ambrose
said.

“It’s going to be extremely
difficult to find those quality
players again.”

Ambrose said West Indies
team can improve their ICC
rankings but won’t be able to
dominate the way it did in the
80s and 90s.

“When we were the best
team in the word, West Indians
all over the globe could walk
and boast about how good we
were because we were the best,
so it’s going to be difficult to see
those glory days again,” he
said.

“Yes, we can be competitive
and climb up the ICC rankings
and be a force to be reckon with
again, but those glory days, I
don’t think we will see them
again.” 
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England have a busy
International schedule

from June onwards and the
players are unlikely to be
available for the remainder
of the suspended IPL if the
T20 tournament is resched-
uled this year, says ECB
Director of Cricket Ashley
Giles.

The IPL was suspended
last week after multiple
COVID-19 cases inside its
bio-bubble. There are two
windows for the T20 event to
be resumed this year — one
is in the second half of
September and before the
T20 World Cup (October-
November) and the other is

after mid-November.
But England’s top players

will be in action at both
times. They have tours to
Bangladesh and Pakistan in

September and October,
while they will compete with
Australia at the Ashes right
after the T20 World Cup.

“We’re planning on

involvement of England
players in England matches.
We’ve got a full FTP sched-
ule. So if those tours to
Pakistan and Bangladesh are
going ahead, I’d expect the
players to be there,” Giles
said as quoted by
ESPNcricinfo.

There were 11
Englishman in various fran-
chises in the suspended IPL.

“None of us knows what
a rearranged IPL looks like at
the moment, where it’s going
to be or when. But from
when we start this summer
against New Zealand, our
programme is incredibly
busy,” Giles said.

“We’ve got a lot of
important, high-profile

cricket including the T20
World Cup and the Ashes.
And we’re going to have to
look after our players.”

Giles dismissed sugges-
tion that this signals a change
in approach from the ECB as
the management had earlier
allowed up to a dozen play-
ers to miss the Test series
against New Zealand at the
start of June due to their
involvement in the IPL.

“The New Zealand sce-
nario was very different.
Those Test matches were
formalised at the end of
January, by which time all
those contracts and NOCs
(no objection certificates)
were signed for full involve-
ment in the IPL.”
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New Zealand wicket-keeper bats-
man BJ Watling will retire from

all forms of cricket after the upcom-
ing Test tour of England.

The 35-year-old has been a stal-
wart of the Test side since debuting
in 2009 as an opening batsman, going
on to establish himself as a world-
class keeper-batsman and claiming
numerous records in his 73 Tests to
date.

With the Blackcaps contracts for
the 2021-22 season due to be released
on Friday, in which Watling will not
be included due to his future unavail-
ability, his retirement news has been
expedited.

The Northern Districts glove-
man had been pondering his options
for a while, but settled on his deci-
sion to retire at the end of the just
completed home summer.

“It’s the right time,” said Watling,
who has recently become a father for
the second time.

“It’s been a huge honour to rep-
resent New Zealand and in particu-
lar wear the Test baggy. Test cricket
really is the pinnacle of the game and
I’ve loved every minute of being out
there in the whites with the boys.

“Sitting in the changing rooms

having a beer with the team after five
days’ toil is what I’ll miss the most.

“I’ve played with some great
players and made many good mates. 

“Although I’ve had to make this
announcement ahead of the tour to
England, my focus is very much on
the three Tests ahead and preparing
to perform in them.

“This tour will be a challenge on
a few levels and we know as a team
we will need to be at the very top of
our game if we want to succeed.”

Watling holds the New Zealand
Test dismissals record with 249
catches (excluding 10 as a fielder) and
eight stumpings — the best numbers
of any current Test keepers.
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men who can bat well in
England. Everyone scored
runs, and there is a spare
batsman in KL Rahul.
Imagine KL Rahul not find-
ing a space in the Test
squad, so how strong this
squad could be,” Patel told
Star Sports.

The former Indian
stumper from Gujarat said
that India have a strong
base of fast bowlers and
spinners to pick from.

“You talk about fast
bowlers, we’ve got (Jasprit)
Bumrah, Ishant (Sharma),
(Mohammad) Shami and if

either of them is not fit
then there’s Mohammad
Siraj and Umesh Yadav.
There’s enough depth in the
squad,” he said.

“Then there is Axar
Patel, who was probably
been the man of the match
in a lot of matches against
England. He came in place
of Ravindra Jadeja and it
felt like Jadeja will be
out.  Now Ravindra
Jadeja and
(Ravichandran) Ashwin
will be back, so I think
this squad looks real-
ly strong,” said Patel.

Rome: Two-time Olympic champion Rafael
Nadal on Tuesday became the latest top tennis
player to admit that he had not yet decided
whether he would participate in the Tokyo
Games this summer, still giving himself time to
decide according to “circumstances”.

The 34-year-old Spaniard won Gold in the
singles in Beijing in 2008, adding another Gold
in the doubles with Marc Lopez in Rio de Janeiro
five years ago.

“In a normal world I would never consider
missing the Olympics. There is no doubt about
that,” he said. “Everybody knows how important
the Olympics are for me.

“Under these circumstances, I don’t know.
Let’s see what’s going on in the next couple of
months. But I need to organise my schedule.

Nadal is the latest top tennis star to voice his
concerns about the Tokyo Games. On Monday,
Serena Williams said she was undecided about
going to the Olympics. AFP
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